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Executive Summary
This report presents the experience of Grenoble City Lab with developing its energy sufficiency
actions with users of its municipal buildings. The aim of the lab was to test new action methods
to save energy in public buildings and encourage eco-responsibility through behaviour
changes, awareness, and accountability. Most of these actions were developed in collaboration
with building users and through the observation of daily practices.
During the city lab, various actions were carried out, such as the design of graphic supports to
raise awareness of eco-gestures in a school, the test of an eco-responsibility charter with six
associations (users of city buildings), the design of nudges to encourage users of an
administrative building to take the stairs rather than the elevators.
Although we faced constraints related to the lack of human resources and the health situation,
the experiences carried out during the city lab were well received by the people concerned.
They appreciated the discussions and explanations provided on ecological issues and "good
practices” (eco-gestures, useful resources, contacts). On the other hand, the city lab has also
shown us that it is necessary to put in place several conditions in order to be able to deploy
large-scale actions aimed at energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER). These
conditions are as followed: ensure correct energy quality and proper maintenance of buildings,
have dedicated and / or trained human resources to carry out support actions, go through
managerial support and hierarchy to mobilize city employees, and adapt messages to the
target audiences.
The report is structured like this: it first presents the understanding of social innovation in
energy (SIE) for the City Lab and the actions carried out by the City of Grenoble in connection
with the subject of the city lab. Secondly, the report presents the process of defining the
experiments as well as their implementation. The third part of the report explains the evaluation
process carried out with the help of Grenoble Ecole de Management, before ending with an
overall analysis.
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Glossary
SIE: Social Innovation in Energy
ES: Energy sufficiency
ER: Eco-responsibility
CL: City Lab
HVAC: Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
GEM: Grenoble Ecole de Management
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1

INTRODUCTION

Grenoble is a city of 163 000 inhabitants, at the heart of a large alpine metropolitan area with
450 000 inhabitants (49 towns). The city has a strong tradition of innovation combining industry
and engineering communities, academics and researchers. The city also intends to be a “city in
transition” demonstrator, technologically smart but above all inclusive and creative.
To lead this transition, Grenoble is committed to a comprehensive air-energy-climate-health
policy:
-

-

2020-2030 Metropolitan Climate Air Energy Plan (territorial level ; 450 000 inhabitants):
commitment of the city since 2005
City of Grenoble air-energy-climate action plan : cross-cutting and multi-thematic
action plan 2019-2025 (territorial level)
o Efforts already made on city heritage (2005 --> 2019):
- Energy cons. : buildings -25%; public lighting -50%; vehicles -41%
- GHG emissions (scopes 1-2): approximately -50%
o “low-carbon approach” since 2020: roadmap, assessment of emissions (direct and
indirect, scopes 1-2-3), decision support, mobilization
Grenoble is labelled European Energy Award “Gold” since 2019
Grenoble is « European Green Capital 2022 »

Figure 1: Energy consumption of the City of Grenoble's heritage 2005à2017 & 2030 objectives

Source: Graphic scheme made by the city of Grenoble for presentations of its air-energyclimate action plan 2019-2025
Here are also 2 pages of resources on eco-responsibility and on environmental issues
(understanding the issues, tools, guides, eco-actions, and useful links) accessible from the city's
website:
-

Useful links - eco-citizen actions
Eco-responsibility page
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1.1

Information about City Lab-like activities before SONNET

Due to the fact that the City of Grenoble leads a wide variety of projects in favour of energy and ecological transition, the activities and initiatives
that will be presented below are those in connection with the activities of the City Lab (CL); the City Lab of Grenoble focuses on energy sufficiency
in municipal buildings (with building users), with a perspective of overall eco-responsibility.
Table 1: Energy sufficiency city initiatives
Projects initiatives

Tackled
topics targets

Lead

“Eco-agent”
approach

Develop
eco-citizen
behaviours
in the
office

City

“Positive
energy
schools
challenge” in 5
schools/year
(some classes
every time,
not all the
school)

Energy
sufficiency
in public
buildings School
users

City +
Local
Energy
Agency

Status

Outcomes up to date

Past
(2010)

Implementation of annual ecoagent action plans with
logistics services (reprography,
catering, mechanical
workshops, internal
communication, training, IT)

Current

- Low measurable consumption
gains (sometimes seen on
electricity and heating)
- Appropriation, enforcement
and linking students (seize ecogestures), operators, teachers,
city staff

Lessons learnt
Difficulties encountered:
- Find relays by site; involve volunteers in concrete actions
- Lack of communication of the results obtained
- With a small group of motivated people, after a while all the
subjects have been explored; issue of dissemination rather
than completeness in the subjects
Tips:
- Mention eco-agent missions in the job profiles; define action
leaders
- Ensure better communication at all levels
- Regularly display levels of energy consumption
Difficulties encountered:
- Contradictions between "uses" oriented action and the
problems of energy performance of the building (insulation),
that are difficult to solve (necessary investments)
- Teachers generally lack agency during this challenge and are
less motivated to participate than students
Tips:
- Show consumption gains (monitoring)
- Explain the operation of equipment (e.g. ovens, dishwashers)
and its consumption compared to other "classic" uses
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Projects initiatives

Tackled
topics targets

Energy
diagnosis and
coaching : 5
sites/season

Energy
sufficiency
in public
buildings Association
s
(occupying
City
buildings)

Eco-gestures
display +
broadcasting;
awareness
sessions;
technical and
educational
visits

Energy
sufficiency
in public
buildings Civil
servants
(administra
tive
buildings)

Dissemination
of ecoresponsibility
advice on the
intranet and
on the City's
website; for
agents, users

Ecogestures
and
resources
on energy,
water,
digital,
movement

Lead

City

Status

Current

City

Current;
Continuously

City

Current;
Continuously

Outcomes up to date
- 5 to 20% of energy savings
observed
- some priority actions taken:
eco-gestures, vigilance on the
functioning of heating,
ventilation, lighting, water
systems, etc.
- better knowledge by the user
of systems & equipment
- exchanges between the
association and city services
- Posters made in various
buildings: town hall, sports
facilities, associations;
- Awareness sessions
conducted with the services
using the Town Hall in 20192020 + specific sessions on
digital sufficiency
- No specific evaluation of the
results of these actions
- Creation of an "eco-gestures"
space on the intranet of the
city, update and publication of
regular information
- Creation of a "useful links for
information, training and
action" page
- Creation of an eco-

Lessons learnt

Difficulties encountered:
- Very time-consuming support
Tips:
- Requires finding a "referent" person to follow the process on
the side of the association, ensuring that this person can
transmit the relevant information to building users. Indeed, we
can note that when a referent person is motivated, the process
continues over time and is internally led, with new actions
carried out
Difficulties encountered:
- Find common availabilities with the departments concerned
- Difficulties in observing changes in consumption
Tips:
- Make people understand the difference between energy
efficiency and energy sufficiency (gateway to individual
responsibility, lifestyles, uses)
- Adapt media to situations and audiences
- Make regular reminders using various communication
channels: intranet, display media, information sessions, support
Difficulties encountered:
- Time-consuming support
- Requiring a planned organization to predict updates
Tips:
- Measure the attendance of pages
- Put reminders to make the additions and updates
- Rely on the expert organizations, institutional actors who
already have usable resources
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Projects initiatives
of buildings
and
inhabitants

Integration of
energy
sufficiency
into the
procedures for
providing
buildings

Tackled
topics targets
s, waste-,
purchases,
events…

In model
agreement
s

Support for
entry

Lead

Status

Outcomes up to date

Lessons learnt

Connection
with CL
activities

responsibility space on the
grenoble.fr website

City

City

Past
(2020)

Integration of paragraphs on
eco-gestures and
responsibilities (maintenance)
of the occupants

Difficulties encountered:
- Adaptation of the text to the format of documents
Tips:
- Rely on departments that manage the provision of buildings
- Rely on political orientations and feedback from
accompaniment experiences to convince that it is useful and
important

Curren
t

Provide information times,
awareness of eco-gestures and
the operation of equipment
when entering the places of
new occupants of a building;
Work in progress with
colleagues from the
Department of Municipal
Buildings

Difficulties encountered:
- Validate the necessary involvement of colleagues in charge of
these visits (management)
Tips:
- Rely on departments that manage the provision of buildings
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Regular
energy
consumption
reporting &
alerts

Settings,
temperature
adjustment,
programming
of HVAC
systems

Monitoring
of heating,
water,
electricity
and
refreshment
consumption

Find the
right
compromise
between
comfort
and energy
savings in
city
buildings

City

City

Current;
Continuously

Current;
Continuously

- Monitoring of weekly /
monthly consumption,
systematic alerts to operators
and / or users of equipment,
continuous correction of
malfunctions
- Specific monitoring and / or
remote consumption reading
for "large" buildings
(administrative, cultural,
swimming pools…)
- Monitoring of alerts and
resolution actions, “heating
season” reports, etc.

Difficulties encountered: Even if the City of Grenoble has the
particularity of having around 30 agents operating its HVAC
installations under management (while most organizations use
an external service provider), we can notice:
- Lack of involvement of operation teams in monitoring
consumption, as well as in human relations with users on uses
(energy sufficiency)
- Fear of criticism when an error (generating overconsumption)
is made
Tips:
- Show consumption gains (monitoring ...) coming from
corrections, follow up on an alert
- Rely on management to empower the technical teams
- Integrate these subjects into job descriptions and the
recruitment process

Medium

Continuous adjustments, in
particular via:
- a centralized technical
management system to which
most of the buildings are
connected (HVAC installations)
- technical agents who will
regularly check the functioning
of the installations
- regular exchanges (procedure,
annual visit, etc.) between users
of buildings and operators of
HVAC installations

Difficulties encountered:
- Very different feelings of “thermal comfort” of people; very
heterogeneous awareness of good practices (eco-gestures)
- In some buildings, HVAC networks that supply heterogeneous
areas (insulation, uses, sunshine, losses, etc.)
- Sometimes, lack of honesty in the occupancy schedules of the
premises (for fear of lack of heating, which generates
overconsumption)
- Sometimes incomprehension, on the part of the users, of the
operating process (responsiveness) of the technical operating
teams (brake on continuous adjustments)
Tips:
- Continuous user awareness-raising (see actions above +
actions within the framework of Sonnet)
- Maintenance interventions, work on HVAC networks
- Discussion with users: operation, recommended temperature
settings

Medium
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Other actions carried out by the City on eco-responsibility, not detailed here: Mobility plan; Setting up selective waste collection; "Eco-event"
approach under construction; Staff training (in the continuing training plan): training in energy-climate issues and in personal and work-related
actions, specific environmental training (construction and renovation of buildings, digital, etc.), eco-driving training; Environmental education (e.g.
schools, public spaces); Waste collection in public spaces; Site visits; Eco-responsibility for major utilities in political roadmaps (buildings, sports,
territorial action, digital, purchasing, culture, events, food), Eco-responsibility stories and representations in major projects.

Weak to
Medium

The experience acquired through the implementation of these various actions has enabled us to adjust the planning and conducting of our City
Lab. We have learned that the following actions are the most useful: finding relay people in the buildings, adapting support actions to targets
and their use of the building, explaining the function of energy systems (heating, ventilation, lighting, etc.) to users, and raising users' awareness
of energy-climate issues. Additionally, it is important to highlight the potential savings in consumption, to raise users' awareness of energyclimate issues and to establish conditions allowing the continuation of actions over time; this can be done by involving the technical upkeepmaintenance services and hierarchical management in the accountability for energy and water savings.
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1.2

Understanding of SIE for SONNET

As defined in the proposal, social innovations in the energy sector are (combinations of) ideas,
objects and/or activities that change social relations and involve new ways of doing, thinking
and organizing energy. Based on the typology developed in Work Package 1, we consider that
the City Lab of Grenoble encompasses several types of SIE:
-

Doing: action against specific energy pathway

-

Thinking: advocacy for specific energy pathway, energy education, non-profit consulting,
peer-to-peer learning

-

Organizing: participatory energy dialogues, energy gamification and nudges

Those SIEs involve particularly new ways of thinking about energy and a social relation
characterised by an exchange.
Indeed, the city of Grenoble wishes to develop its actions aimed at saving energy in public
buildings and eco-responsibility through behaviour changes, awareness and accountability.
The City Lab also has a more distant goal of wondering how we can generalize eco-friendly
behaviours without having to accompany (individually or in groups) all buildings users, whether
agents or external; for example through management, exemplarity, procedures, a network of
referents...
Here the social innovation consists of:
-

Changing the relation between building owners and users, looking at energy sufficiency
rather than just efficiency

-

Instead of proposing ready-made solutions, observing needs and conditions first; cocreating, co-constructing actions with building users

-

A non-profit consulting as the municipality will coach building users (employees and
associations), empower them to change their routines in consuming energy in buildings
and encourage overall eco-responsibility / reduction of carbon footprint

This work of interpretation, of "local" definition of SIE was carried out by Grenoble Ecole de
Management and the City of Grenoble throughout various meetings (no local definition for
social innovation in energy existed before the SONNET project).
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Figure 2: SIE typology (Work Package 1)

Source: SONNET Deliverable D1.1 - Report on preliminary typology of social innovation in the
energy sector
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2

SONNET CITY LAB PROCESS

2.1

Setting the stage and challenge structuring

2.1.1

Identification of an issue

The City of Grenoble is already carrying out a number of actions to reduce the energy
consumption of its buildings
-

Energy renovation of old buildings

-

Rationalization of the use / pooling of buildings

-

Optimization of the operation of HVAC installations (the City of Grenoble has the
particularity of having around 30 agents operating its HVAC installations under
management)

-

Uses: awareness, support, empowerment of building users in energy management

The City of Grenoble wishes to continue and strengthen its actions on these sub-themes, in
particular by orienting its actions towards energy-users (the principle of energy sufficiency
actions).
Figure 3: Direct and indirect GHG emissions (scope 1-2) 2005à2020 & 2030 objectives
GHG emissions due to the energy consumption of buildings, vehicles and public lighting managed by the City of Grenoble

Source: https://www.grenoble.fr/1455-plan-d-action-air-energie-climat-2019-2025.htm
As indicated above, the City of Grenoble is already carrying out actions aimed at the
development of renewable energies, the energy efficiency of its buildings and the control of
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energy consumption through uses (energy sufficiency). The city has chosen to strengthen its
energy sufficiency (ES) actions within the framework of this City Lab to experiment with new
intervention methods, to gain skills in the relationship with users and to identify optimization
levers. These objectives strive to encourage the appropriation of eco-responsibility (RE) by the
target audiences (users of buildings) and by the city organization. There were no other issues
considered and dropped.
Definition of energy sufficiency (ES):
-

“NégaWatt” definitions (https://negawatt.org/Energy-sufficiency-towards-a-moresustainable-and-fair-society-557):
"The négaWatt association is a non-governmental French think tank involving around
twenty experts in energy issues with strong field experience and complementary skills.
Established in 2001, it is supported by more than 1,200 individual members. Its main
purpose is to recommend solutions on energy demand and supply to implement an
energy transition in France, reducing as much as possible all the detrimental risks and
impacts of the national energy system (greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution,
resource depletion, energy poverty, nuclear accident risks, etc.).”

Figure 4: Importance of sufficiency according to the Négawatt Institute (1/2)

Source: https://negawatt.org/The-negaWatt-2050-energy-scenario
o

“Sufficiency is one of the three main pillars of the approach promoted by the
French négaWatt Association since its establishment in 2001. It is an essential
part of the energy transition scenario developed by this think tank.”

o

Energy sufficiency is “an individual and collective approach”, aims to “a fairer
consumption”, is “a necessity for the climate and resources”

o

Sufficiency means “questioning our needs and then acting through individual
behaviour and collective organization on our different uses of energy, to favour
the most useful, restrict the most extravagant and eliminate the most harmful
(with strong environmental damage)”

o

Dimensional sufficiency: size, just sizing
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-

o

Sufficiency of use: Level and duration of use and operation

o

Cooperative sufficiency: Collective organization of territory and town planning,
pooling

Several definitions, depending on the scale we are interested in:
o

macro: systemic reflection on a new society. This society is founded on different
values, representations, and practices.

o

meso: frugal innovations, when trying to use few resources to meet the basic
needs of a community; social innovation within the framework of public policies
to face the weaknesses of communities and budget cuts; citizens' initiatives

o

micro: the adoption of a lifestyle that can be characterized by 3 trends: frugality
(acquiring less), voluntary simplicity (material dispossession, quality versus
quantity) and anti-consumption (boycotting products).

In general, we could say that, for a user of a building, energy sufficiency consists of
adopting eco-friendly actions related to energy. Eco-gestures mean eco-responsible
actions that can be taken by users to save energy, e.g. reduce the heating
temperature, turn off the printer, systematically turn off the lighting in unoccupied
spaces (Cf. Figure 17: “eco-gesture” posters)

Figure 5: Importance of sufficiency according to the Négawatt Institute (2/2)

Source: https://negawatt.org/The-negaWatt-2050-energy-scenario
-

“The energy sufficiency project" (https://www.energysufficiency.org) definitions:
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o

“Energy sufficiency goes beyond energy efficiency: it’s about having enough but
not using too much. It’s about doing things differently; about living well, within
the limits.”

o

“Energy sufficiency describes the situation where everyone has access to all the
energy services they need and a fair share of the energy services they want
whilst, at the same time, the impacts of the energy system do not exceed
environmental limits.”

-

Moral, social dimension: "Sufficiency could then be defined as a voluntary process of
social negotiation to reduce energy consumption, but which cannot however be
understood independently of the global context undergone by energy and economic
contraction which is imposed on the actors. Consequently, this process can only be
meaningful if it is accompanied by a properly political reflection on the conditions for
an equitable sharing of the energy resource"(Semal, Szuba, Villalba, 2014).

-

Other sources, studies:
o

“Energy-Sufficiency for a Just Transition: A Systematic Review”, May 2020:
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/13/10/2444/htm

o

“Energy sufficiency: an introduction - Concept paper, ECEEE”, 2018:
https://www.energysufficiency.org/static/media/uploads/site8/library/papers/sufficiency-introduction-final-oct2018.pdf

Definition of eco-responsibility (ER): “refers to all actions aimed at limiting the environmental
impacts of the daily activity of communities - goes by new management choices, purchases,
work organization, investments and awareness of staff.” (ADEME)
Figure 6: Illustrations of energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER) actions

Source: illustrations taken from this publication https://negawatt.org/IMG/pdf/181029_energysufficiency_negawatt-scenario_eng.pdf
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This subject (EF & ER) was chosen through a shared reflection process, led by the City of
Grenoble (City of Tomorrow department, Energy Transition Service) and Grenoble Ecole de
Management, with the help of ALEC (Local Energy and Climate Agency). This topic was chosen
because of:
-

the political will to progress on this subject and to implement new actions contributing
to the reduction of the administration’s environmental footprint

-

human resources available to the city to carry out actions (existence of an energy
sufficiency project manager position)

Besides, this subject is fully related to the city's current strategies and policies. Indeed, energy
sufficiency actions are part of the city's air-energy-climate policy (see section 1). They tend to
strengthen its internal and external mobilization component, through raising awareness,
support, ownership, and empowerment of stakeholders. Moreover, the objective of generalizing
eco-responsible behavior appears:
-

in the city's political project "exemplary public service in environmental matters"

-

in the Air-Energy-Climate Action Plan 2019-2025

Furthermore, energy sufficiency could be considered as an imperative for climate and
resources:
-

GDP-CO2 decoupling does not exist (or almost does not)

-

Planetary limits are already crossed for some

-

Sufficiency is essential to “reach” carbon neutrality (Cf. Paris Agreement)

-

Moral duty to slow down the destruction of our environment

è Energy sufficiency efforts are also strongly encouraged by the European Energy Award
(Cit'ergie) approach. Indeed, this approach encourages the cities to offer awareness and
training sessions on controlling energy consumption for its elected officials and all of its
employees (technicians, directors, etc.).The City Lab is an opportunity to implement
actions aimed at energy sufficiency, by calling on various skills (internal and external), to
learn thanks to feedback from experiences of the members of the consortium, betting
on the involvement of several departments concerned.
è The City Lab is an opportunity to work differently, to experiment new methods, in
particular by integrating contributions from the social sciences.
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2.1.2

Team formation

The project team is made up of:

-

-

City of Grenoble:
o

Fabien Dupré, energy sufficiency & carbon footprint project manager, as part of
the Energy Transition department: project leader, in charge of the relationship
with the consortium, the main actions, the writing of the report

o

Franck Mabilon, head of the Energy Transition department: coordination,
participation in reflections on actions, financial follow-up

o

Magali Guêné, management of energy consumption and expenditure, as part of
the Energy Transition department; in charge of the "Community centre"
accompanying action, participation in reflections on actions

o

Dominique Renault, management of energy consumption and expenditure, as
part of the Energy Transition department; participation in reflections on actions

o

Theo Menassol, Heritage Department and Users: active participation in
association support action (eco-responsibility charter)

o

Nathalie Moyon (administrative support), European projects manager

o

Anne Delauné, director of Municipal Buildings department: information,
exchanges

o

Other colleagues in the city, who work in other departments: participation in the
launch event, facilitation.

Grenoble Ecole de Management, our local partner (evaluation and support): Carine Sebi,
Anne-Lorène Vernay, Marie-Charlotte Guetlein, Adélie Ranville
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Figure 7: Organization chart extract that presents the operation of the energy transition service

Source: diagram made by the Energy Transition department
The "City of Tomorrow" city department, in partnership with Grenoble Ecole de Management and
with the Local Energy and Climate Agency (ALEC) was initially responsible for the city's interest
in being part of the consortium of European partners, with the aim of participating in the
SONNET project. Subsequently, when the project started, it was agreed that it would be the
Energy Transition department which would oversee carry out the actions of the City Lab,
because of its skills in energy management, and its position in the organization of the city
(municipal buildings’ department).
The diagnosis of needs, adapted to the identified problem, was carried out through informal
exchanges between the "City of tomorrow" department and the Energy Transition department.
In addition, due to the actions already carried out on energy sufficiency in municipal buildings
(eco-friendly displays, support for energy management, monitoring of consumption and alerts,
etc.), it was decided that the officers in charge of these actions could, within the framework of
the SONNET project, test new means of intervention.

2.2

Agenda and goal(s) setting, ex-ante analysis

2.2.1

Goal choosing process

The main directions were decided through different methods, and in several successive and / or
parallel stages:
-

Taking into account the actions already carried out (feedback, see part 1.1); thanks to the
skills acquired within the energy transition department
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-

During a meeting on January 14, 2020 with our director of municipal buildings. This
meeting consisted in discussing together proposals for experiences that could be tested
within the City Lab
Via 3 co-construction workshops with participants of the City Lab launch event, in
February 2020

2.2.2

Ex-ante analysis of enabling and impeding conditions
(institutional, social, economic, individual) and
identification of milestones and bottlenecks

2.2.2.1

Specific regulatory context regarding energy sufficiency

-

-

Taking into account of the concept of energy sufficiency in French regulatory texts
o All sectors:
- Law of August 2015 relating to energy transition: “the State, in coherence with
local authorities and their groups and by mobilizing companies, associations
and citizens, ensure, in particular, to: 1 ° Control energy demand and promote
energy efficiency and sobriety; ...”
- National low carbon strategy (SNBC, April 2020) orientations (sufficiency,
mobilization, etc.): “promote a change in lifestyles and consumption towards
greater energy sobriety, through information and awareness campaigns, by
encouraging households to use equipment better or less, by limiting overequipment, and by providing for support for users following the work, in order to
reduce the risk of misuse and rebound effects”
o “Climate resilience law” of July 2021 “accelerate the ecological transition in all
areas of our daily lives”(Use; Produce and work; Move; Housing; To eat; Strengthen
judicial protection of the environment)
o Buildings: Decree for reducing consumption in existing tertiary buildings; 2020
environmental law for new buildings, taking into account the carbon footprint
and the life of the structure (consumption)
New European climate law: recommendations to Member States whose actions are
incompatible with the objective of climate neutrality, and they will have the obligation to
follow up or justify their inaction?

On the subjects of energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER), existing regulatory texts
focus on encouraging and promoting awareness and acculturation of users and residents. With
recent texts, a positive evolution can be seen with the integration of proof of ways to achieve
the objectives and with new measures aimed in particular to guide / to regulate the
consumption of goods and services. However, it is questionable how these measures will be
implemented: control, deployment, follow-up ….
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2.2.2.2
-

Enabling and impeding factors for our City Lab

Problems we face / where we meet barriers: (personal summary prepared by the City
of Grenoble, based on the literature on sufficiency and eco-responsibility)
o

General obstacles and problems posed by the environmental question
§

The subjects relating to the environmental situation, to the
recommendations of the IPCC (food, transport, reduction of international
trade, energy, preservation of natural spaces, agriculture, etc.) are often
treated in a simplistic and emotional way in the media and by most official
policies. These are complex issues, which take time to be dealt with
properly. Thinking correctly, isn't that accepting to see the problem in its
complexity?

§

Understanding of the greenhouse effect, climate change and the concept
of an environmental footprint is not generally widespread.

§

The problems linked to human activity, the depletion of resources (energy,
metals, etc.), the collapse of biodiversity and global warming are real (are
the subject of a scientific consensus) but are the subject of a material
disclaimer. These problems call into question the social gains, certain
“freedoms”, even democracy. They are sometimes considered as science
fiction, and those who warn about these questions are seen as lessongivers, totalitarians. The recommendations which consist in reducing
trade, relocating activities (therefore consequently to a form of
protectionism) are opposed to the "dominant neoliberal ideology" which is
to pacify the world with free and undistorted trade.

§

The policies generally used to tackle an environmental nuisance are to
subsidize (the “good behavior”) and to tax (problematic behaviour).
- What is done much less: regulate (prohibit, standardize, oblige).
- Problem: We encourage supposedly good consumption without
sufficiently penalizing / preventing the problematic one, this does not
guarantee a relevant overall result (if the goal was to reduce the nuisance)

§

Individuals, consumers, for the most part consider the fulfilment of their
desires to be more important than the common good. This is encouraged
by marketing, the media, consumerism, policies that play on these desires
to get elected, ...

§

Individuals do not want to be affected in their consumption, even if a
French person who earns a minimum wage is very much more privileged
than the majority (oppressor because of his wealth?).

§

Accepting the idea of a constrained world is indirectly accepting that our
standard of living may decline.

§

The lack of responsibility for environmental problems is very strong,
thanks in particular to inexpensive energy: we learn to delegate thanks to
our "tertiary" skills, we do not know how to build, ensure our food
autonomy. In buildings, offices, this is also the case: "someone takes care
of it", "I have the right to my comfort”.
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§

o

The disconnection is almost total about physical realities thanks to
machines and technology; egoism, narcissism, feeling of power reinforced
by digital tools (smartphones, etc.),

Cultural issues:
§

The concept of energy sufficiency (sufficiency means: I deliberately use
fewer services, and therefore it takes less energy to provide them to me)
challenges the model of economic growth. There is also a question of
social justice also linked to energy consumption. How to distribute energy
more equitably, knowing that some may overconsume while others do
not have access to the subsistence minimum?

§

Indeed, this concept, which by definition clashes with that of economic
growth, which involves dealing with distributive issues (or even social
justice), is not the subject of a common narrative, of a shared discourse
that would encourage everyone to contribute to (make an effort to)
reduce water and energy consumption. The language elements used
recently are: "support change", "encourage energy savings"

§

Importance of dealing with the distributive question: if we reduce
consumption, who will be able to continue consuming so much? Who will
have to reduce their consumption?

§

Frugality, asceticism are often seen as a regression

o

Criticism of eco-gestures is legitimate (greenwashing, response to political
inaction), even if eco-friendly actions, and as a consequence individualized
support, can have a direct or indirect impact on:
- our entourage (social norms): social norms (injunctive: what we should do,
descriptive: what people do), central in our decisions; influence of social groups to
which one belongs à contagion effect, social tipping points
- our own political commitment
- the legitimacy of climate policies

o

Problems posed by energy sufficiency, in particular for public buildings:
§

Most of the buildings are old, have poor energy efficiency and the financial
means available to the community are insufficient to be able to carry out
sufficient thermal renovations and achieve the announced objectives of
reducing energy consumption, all other things being equal (number of
buildings, surfaces, level of public service, operating hours, etc.)

§

There are many maintenance-servicing problems, insulation defects,
design and choice of equipment (lighting, water, heating, ventilation, etc.).
These malfunctions constitute a major obstacle to accountability, user
engagement in eco-responsible behavior; the conditions for the proper
functioning of the equipment are not met.

§

The building is often considered as an available means (to work), a due
service with specific comfort expectations, for which I do not feel
responsible, which may be linked to the employer-employee relationship.

§

For agents, no impact of overconsumption on their service activity (not in
their profession, no accountability)
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o

§

In general, users have no direct interest in saving energy (comfort VS
effort): Users do not pay for consumption or overconsumption; For agents,
no impact of overconsumption on their service activity (not in their
profession, no accountability).

§

There is a great diversity of sensitivity of agents and users to ecoresponsible behavior, energy savings, sorting of waste.

§

Users have energy-intensive habits of comfort in their daily uses related to
heating and air conditioning at home, in their vehicle, in shops.

§

Knowledge of the energy consumption and expenditure of buildings, their
environmental impact, user responsibilities for energy management, are
not widespread.

§

Lack of accountability of management, of the various departments for the
achievement of energy sufficiency objectives.

Managerial issues: Lack of human resources / managerial portage: energy /
environmental sufficiency is mainly treated by individualized support provided by
specialists (environment and social sciences), which makes it possible to act on
number of acculturated people pushing for managerial support and elected
officials to a courageous policy. However, to act on the scale of the climate
emergency, collective transformative action is essential: to go from 11t to 2 tCO2e /
inhabitant / year (carbon neutrality objective), it is considered that 2/3 of the effort
must be done by collective action and 1/3 by individual actions (Source: Carbone
4 "Faire sa part").
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Summary of enabling and impeding factors for our City Lab
Table 2: Summary table of enabling and impeding factors for our City Lab
This summary was drawn up based on the skills and experiences of the city of Grenoble on energy efficiency and sufficiency:

Enabling factors for our City Lab
- eco-incentive (financial support from
the City to associations) for
associations
- the funding obtained within the
framework of the Sonnet project
makes it possible to call on third-party
skills (social psychology, design of
graphic supports, etc.)

Economic

Institutional

- the city can act independently (no
action imposed by region e.g.)
- coherence of past actions /
consistency of the evolution of actions
- the wish of the city to steer
environmental objectives (political
orientations)

Cultural

Ideas are overall well received by
open-minded and favourable
environment

Individual

a few people involved in the
administration who can help "relay" to
other departments and users of
buildings

Social

- “Green” DNA of the city
- Many associations, historically rich
social environment

-

Impeding factors for our City Lab
- lack of investment in energy efficiency
(renovation); even if this is changing,
this subject is becoming a higher
priority than in the past
- lack of human resources, in terms of
people working in this subject of energy
sufficiency
- poor energy efficiency of buildings
make behavioural changes difficult
- some buildings (especially schools)
have been closed during 2020 because
of Covid19
- the health context which puts this
subject of energy sufficiency, and in
general that of ecological transition "in
the background"
- often individual responsibility for
energy sufficiency not recognized
- heterogeneity knowledge about
energy, sustainability; difficult to adapt
communication
- energy sufficiency is generally
considered as one subject among
others (not a priority)
- In general, users have no direct
interest in saving energy (comfort VS
effort)
- Great diversity of sensitivity of agents
and users to energy savings and ecoresponsible behaviour
The lack of responsibility for
environmental problems is very strong;
thanks in particular to inexpensive
energy

How do we deal with these factors:
o

By trying different approaches, with help from social psychology (process of
behavior change)

o

By identifying and empowering relay persons

o

By following-up and intensifying ongoing actions
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-

But (bottlenecks – vigilant point):
o

We appeal more and more to the unconscious (nudges) so as not to offend
anyone

o

The Energy transition service acts alone to carry out these actions. To change this
fact, we could bet on:
§

the empowerment of other actors

§

try to convince other departments that they must help us carry out these
actions

§

the wish of the city to steer environmental objectives: opportunity to
empower people on energy sufficiency

2.3

Experimenting

2.3.1

Opening event – launch event

The launch event took place on February 18, 2020 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the association
house in Grenoble (municipal building)
Presentation time objectives (52 participants)
-

to make the participants aware of the SONNET program and the involvement of the
City of Grenoble ; Mr. Vincent Fristot, deputy mayor at Town Planning, Housing and
Energy Transition, was present for the launch event, and made an introductory speech.

-

to share the findings, in particular around environmental and energy issues, that
prompt us to act in favour of energy sufficiency, and more particularly in public
buildings (the subject of the Grenoble City Lab)

-

to give keys to understanding and to inspire collective action to find and implement
solutions, via several feedbacks from experience in the field of support for energy
management; also via social psychology and cognitive psychology, to try to understand
"why do people do what they do?" (theories of decision, conditioning, behavior, etc.)
Figure 8: Photos of the launch event presentation time

Source: photos taken by the energy transition service
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Workshops / co-construction time (around 40 participants)
The co-construction times took place during 3 workshops with the participants: The 1st
workshop focused on actions for schools, the 2nd on associations, the 3rd on administrative
buildings.
The objectives of each workshop were (taking into account the calendar, the resources, the
context) to propose one or more ideas of action(s) aimed at energy sufficiency (to be tested
during the "City Lab"), and to review the idea proposed by the city.
There were many actions proposed by participants during those workshops:
- Associative buildings:
o Strengthen support for people who educate users: provide the means to support
change; sociological approach to human behavior
o Offer personalized awareness-raising to all categories of associations, taking into
account the different activities and building functions
o Energy sufficiency contract: integration of energy sufficiency and ecoresponsibility in the contracting of the provision of buildings
- Administrative buildings:
o Observe the practices, the uses of a building to understand what motivates the
practices
o Organize a game to encourage people to adopt good habits when entering the
building (building that will open in late 2020 or early 2021, which will bring
together various services)
o Spread eco-gestures across a service
o Encourage online / remote meetings
- Schools:
o Propose a "global" support approach: information, awareness, empowerment, coconstruction, promotion, concrete actions (maintenance, heating, lighting)
o Empower each user / each group of users so that they act or help other users to
act (give each group its place as an actor, make known what is done, listen to
feedback from the field)
Besides, workshop participants made many interesting comments and suggestions on the
ideas proposed by the city. Here are the 3 actions (one for each target) which were proposed by
the city, and which were debated with the participants
-

A- Associative buildings: “Energy sufficiency / responsible building management” kit for
associations and/or Commitment charter, including awareness-raising tools (ecogesture displays, specific displays, external supports), monitoring & measurement
(thermometers, water flow measurement, etc.), summary of the occupant's
responsibilities, template of action plan and consumption monitoring table
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-

B- Administrative buildings: Specific action on the Claudel building (grouping of
services dispersed from summer 2021), for example via awareness sessions when
entering the premises, permanence of the energy transition service during the first 3
months, regular interventions

-

C- Schools: Based on an observation of city workers (maintenance and catering
workers, nursery school specialists) practices, analysis of their interactions with energy
uses, highlighting certain malfunctions (windows, lighting, kitchen equipment, etc.)
and suggestions for improvements; co-construction of eco-gesture posters

Subcontracting: Presentation of Xavier Brisbois, Doctor of Social Psychology, changes in
behaviour: theory, process, brakes and levers.
Following the launch event, these actions (the participants' proposals and the actions previously
proposed by the City), have been discussed with the departments concerned and the city
general management, which allowed us to prioritize according to the context (availability
constraints of the teams, social context, past difficulties) and to decide on the four actions
implemented during the City Lab.

Figure 9: Photos of the launch event workshops

Source: photos taken by the energy transition service
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2.3.2

Calendar, main stages of the City Lab

Figure 10: City Lab calendar

Source: diagram made by the Energy Transition department

Construction & definition of a support methodology / Process of experimentation
During December 2020, at the Energy Transition department, we worked at designing an
"ideal", "complete" action to support energy sufficiency for the users of a building. This work
made it possible to constitute a common methodological basis, the idea being that for each
experiment set up, the main stages and objectives of this methodology are put in place and
adapted to the specific context of the interventions.
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Figure 11: Common methodological basis for an energy sufficiency support with building users

Source: diagram made by the Energy Transition department

Summary table of actions carried out during the City Lab
Figure 12: For each "target", summary table of actions already implemented and City Lab actions

Source: summary table made by the Energy Transition department

à See below for the details of the actions carried out
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2.3.3

Associations (occupying City buildings) – Test of an
Association-City commitment charter for ecoresponsibility

This action consisted in testing, with 6 associations, an Association-City commitment charter for
eco-responsibility, (in the context of the provision of buildings), with progressiveness in the
possible commitment - objective: to propose a project generalization after the test phase.
Key facts and figures about associations:
-

About 300 associations benefit from the provision of premises on an exclusive basis +
associations housed through a framework deliberation

-

400 premises distributed in 277 addresses, 82,000 m² made available / 650,000 m² total
heritage

-

Water and energy expenditure (associations): amount invoiced by the city of
approximately € 86,000 for the year 2018, out of a total expenditure of € 950,000 (total
public buildings: approximately 7,500,000 € in 2018)

-

Management of fluids: cohabitation of different schemes (Total, partial free, full or
partial re-invoicing, direct support)

Table 3: Main steps, calendar of the experiment (charter for eco-responsibility)

3 sports associations

Put in contact with
associations by
other Departments

1st meeting with
associations

2nd meeting with
associations

Shared assessment
and evaluation:

3 cultural associations

Between January and April 2021
to establish this contact, this
delay being probably due to
several reasons: organization of
During December 2020
the department, difficulties
related to Covid19, sensitivity of
the agents)
In February 2021
In May 2021
Presentation of the charter; time for discussion on support needs;
asks voluntary associations to commit to guidelines; definition of
next steps
+ transmission of practice assessment questionnaires
In March 2021
In June 2021
Dissemination of useful materials and resources; update on the
progress of the choices of orientations and translation into actions
(require discussions, internal associations deliberations); details on
"deadline" for returning signed charters (with choice of orientations
/ actions) and timetable for developing action plans; identification
of short and medium-term support needs; focus / informationawareness session on digital sufficiency (uses and equipment)
- August-September 2021: Preliminary assessment at the end of
August among the buildings’ departments.
- Next steps: see below “planned follow up”
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Description of the experiment and modalities of this test phase: In order to find associations
for this test phase, a list of associations concerned by an upcoming renewal has been compiled
(from the renewal schedule of the premises provision agreements). Then the thematic
departments (Sports, Culture, Territorial Action) which are in charge of the relationship with the
associations involved were contacted, in order to validate which associates we could offer this
experiment, depending on the context, their motivation. ... The Sports Department, as well as
the Cultural Affairs Department responded to us and put us in contact with six associations:
three sports associations and three cultural associations.

Content of the charter:
-

Page 1: objectives of the approach, commitment of the association (formalization and
implementation of concrete actions), commitment of the City (provision of information,
devices, tools, meetings, sharing, synthesis, animation)

-

Page 2: 4 themes, 25 guidelines / actions. The principle being that a signatory
association must select at least one guideline / action per theme, and implement it

Table 4: Themes and examples of guidelines / actions (charter for eco-responsibility)

Themes
Involvement of all
members of the
association:
governance,
awareness,
promotion
Good building
management
and optimization
of operating
resources
Reduction of the
environmental
impact of
purchases, waste
and travel

Events, ecoresponsible
events

Examples of guidelines / actions
- Register eco-citizenship (and / or the low-carbon transition) as one
(of) value (s) of the association
- Encourage members, members (+ artists, athletes ...), the public to
know their carbon
- Control the use of water and save energy by adopting eco-friendly
actions: lighting, heating, water, digital, electricity and IT
- Be vigilant with the sufficiency of digital uses: attachments, video
streams, IT-telephony, cloud…; Progressively dematerialize
communication with members
- For purchases of goods and services, favour those with a moderate
impact on the environment: low carbon footprint, local economy,
reused, reconditioned products ... (recycling and reuse)
- Join several associations for the purchase of heavy or infrequently
used equipment (pooling of resources, group purchases)
- For meals, favour vegetarian and/or vegan menus, local products
(short circuit), seasonal, organic; limit the use of packaging, for
products purchased as well as for meals served; limit food waste by
redistributing uneaten food
- For the reception of the public, encourage and / or facilitate access
via public transport and soft-active mobility, for example by
defining the location of the event according to the service
possibilities, by facilitating access to the event via public transport
and soft-active modes, in collaboration with local stakeholders, by
informing / encouraging the public: communication, registration of
access possibilities via public transport and soft-active modes,
organization of bicycle rentals, reduced prices, etc.
- Provide reusable glasses and eco-event sorting bins
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More distant goal: to propose a project generalization after the test phase
This approach has been co-constructed by considering the opinions of various
stakeholders. Indeed, the content of the charter (orientations, actions, themes) has been
inspired by several existing approaches; and has been submitted for the opinion of
associations and city colleagues during several common working times: discussion during
the City Lab launch event, co-construction meeting with 3 voluntary associations in August
2020, during a consultation phase by email with city colleagues in June 2021.
Preparation and validation phases: Following the launch event of February 2020, it was
agreed, within the municipal real estate department (and a brief exchange with our elected
representative) that this approach would be tested with a few associations. This test phase
being considered as a prior to starting a reflection on the feasibility of generalization to all
associations using city buildings.
Specific goals, expected results:
-

The main objective of this charter is to help user associations to structure their ecoresponsibility approach by relying on the mechanism for making municipal premises
available.

-

Principles:
• Associative commitment: in a minimum orientation by theme and translation
into actions
• City commitment: provision of resources (useful links, tools, guides, contacts),
workshops and meetings (collective times), annual monitoring of action
commitments and assistance / improvement proposals
• Duration of engagement: a few months for the test phase with 6 associations
(until June 2021), 3 years for the generalization project (because this is the
duration of the contract of the provision of buildings)

Other actions in progress:
-

Energy diagnosis and coaching: 5 sites/season (average reduction of energy cons. -10 %)
à See 1.1

People involved:
-

one or two representatives for each association

-

two colleagues from the Culture department, one colleague from the Sport
Department (departments that manage the relationship of the city to associations
(linking, facilitation of trade))

-

In charge of the experiment, led by the municipal real estate department: Fabien
Dupré + Théo Ménassol (Municipal Buildings Department)

-

Hierarchical monitoring and validation: Franck Mabilon (head of the Energy Transition
Department), Anne Delauné (director of Municipal Buildings Department)

Monitoring indicators: experiment with six associations, over 330 in total
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Adjustments (particularly related to the "Covid-19" health situation): in 2020, we had to
manage some additional delays to be able to plan meetings with associations, most of which
had urgent difficulties to manage due to the health crisis.
Results, lessons learned: We have seen a strong interest in this approach on the part of the
accompanied associations (interest for the actions of the charter and for explanations on the
implementation of the actions). However, we have encountered the following difficulties:
some associations have highlighted the low energy quality of the buildings used, others have
asked to what the city could do to help them carry out certain actions (financial support for
actions requiring an investment, etc.)
Planned follow-up: Internally (hierarchy, other departments), presentation of the project and
needs for generalization:
-

To define what future stages will be (deployment to other associations, mobilizing
human resources for monitoring, communication and decision-making), we will take
into account the following criteria:
• Compatibility and justifiability of time spent with the results achieved
• Identified support requirements for the associations to translate the guidelines
into concrete actions

-

•

Role of management departments, in charge of the relationship with associations

•

Brakes, difficulties encountered

Validation of the content (orientations, commitments) and alignment with other
initiatives carried out by the City:
• Generalization of an eco-event approach
• Eco-responsibility in various political orientations: culture, sports, buildings,
supplies, food.
• European Green Capital 2022: opportunity to mobilize associations because it is a
challenge that is part of the objectives of "Grenoble European Green Capital 2022"

-

Proposed next steps:
• posting of the guidelines table with "what the city does", contacts and feedback
from associations
• valuation of the commitment of associations on the online directory of
associations

-

Proposals to meet the objectives of this approach: scope, joint support, framework
deliberation, animation-monitoring, mobilization of human resources, training, etc.
à it is expected that this project will be presented in various decision-making bodies
between September and December 2021

Illustrations:
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Figure 13: Example of a completed charter, in French (made anonymous)
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Figure 14: Extracts from the "eco-responsibility" and "eco-citizen actions" internet pages
(Available on the grenoble.fr site, these pages listing tools, resources, useful links which can help association structures
to implement certain guidelines of the charter)

Source: https://www.grenoble.fr/2495-eco-responsabilite.htm
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2.3.4

Civil servants (administrative buildings) – Claudel
building “display”

This action consisted in proposing several display and awareness solutions for the “Claudel”
building (grouping of various services): "eco-gesture" cards, “eco-gesture” posters, nudge to
encourage people to take the stairs.

Key facts and figures about administrative buildings:
-

28 buildings: Hôtel de Ville, Mallifaud, Desaix, Alliés, Jacquard, Balzac, Auto garage, ... +
Claudel from the end of April 2020

-

Surface areas: 55,000 m² / total 650,000 m²

-

The “Claudel” building: 490 agents, 12,000 m²; creation of 270 personal and professional
bike spaces in the car park; collective spaces for four to twenty people; collective
management of heating and lighting (detection + manual)

Figure 15: Various illustrations of the "Claudel" building

Sources: 3D illustrations and photos taken by the Energy Transition department
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Preparation and validation phases: these actions were scheduled during various meetings
within the municipal real estate department, as well as with the Skills Development
department, in charge of scheduling the entry into the premises of agents, "control of uses" and
building arrangements.
Table 5: Description of the experiment conducted on "Claudel" building

Integration of "ecogesture" "cards" into a set
of thematic information
cards for Claudel building
officials; card game
distributed on the
intranet and made
available in the building

Specific
goals,
expected
results

Seize the opportunity of
this support, designed to
facilitate entry into the
premises for new
occupants, to encourage
building users to adopt
eco-responsible
behaviour as soon as they
enter the premises

Main steps,
calendar

From February to April
2021: content proposals
to the communication
department then joint
validation; printing and
distribution of card
games in the building

People
involved

- design and production:
energy transition service
(four agents),
communication service
(two agents), use control
service (two agents);
- target audience: all
Claudel building staff
(490 staff)

Subcontrac
ting

Action not concerned

Actions
Eco-gesture display in the
common areas of the
building: A2 posters placed
in the corridors, at the exit
of the stairs, near the
"coffee break" areas
...(continued posting
planned for the coming
months)
Strategically position
posters "eco-gestures" in
places of passage, break, to
raise awareness and
inform about eco-gestures:
water, heating, air
conditioning, lighting,
printers, electrical devices,
digital uses
- April/May 2021: Posting of
the first posters on the
supports available:
minimum three per floor
- coming soon (as of
September 2021): posting
of posters in the remaining
areas, for which the
mounting brackets have
not yet been installed

Nudge and eco-gesture display:
signs on the ground (arrows)
and posters to raise awareness
to encourage people to take
the stairs (5 floors): instead of
elevators

Encourage users to take the
stairs (5 floors) instead of
elevators using various "nudge"
type messages and displays:
"environmental impact",
"health", "moral standpoint of
change", "mood - well-being"
- From March to April 2021:
tours of the building,
identification of staircaseelevator passage areas, design
of messages for posters,
definition of areas for placing
arrows on the ground
- End of April-beginning of May:
printing and installation of
posters and arrows

Installation: Fabien Dupré
(pre-existing "ecogestures" poster reused)

- coordination, proposal of
messages, follow-up, poster
installation: Fabien Dupré
(+opinion of colleagues from
the energy transition service)
- graphic design of supports
and installation: subcontracting

Action not concerned

- diagnosis, advice, support for
the implementation: Diane
Roubert, Positive Nudge
- creation and realization of
arrows and posters; printing
and placing of arrows: Alexia
Argento
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Adjustments (particularly related to the "Covid-19" health situation):
-

The opening of the building was delayed by almost a year for reasons of renovations
and Covid-19 restrictions. It was initially scheduled for summer 2020 and the effective
opening took place at the end of April 2021, which resulted in various adjustments to
the schedule

-

We also face other difficulties linked to the health context (Covid-19): fewer people on
site, little opportunity to mobilize collectively on this subject

Results, lessons learned:
- Due to various operating problems (heating, ventilation and air-conditioning), it is
difficult to be able to communicate coherently with users on the operation of the
systems
- Because of the various emergencies on the fitting out of the building, it was difficult to
mobilize the "usage control" service on the installation of fixing brackets for the posters
(some could not be installed; this is scheduled for the start of the school year in
September)
- Due to the absence of an individualized evaluation process, the impact of the actions
carried out is difficult to measure; we hope this has a positive impact
-

In general, we can see that the only users who make comments on these media make
positive comments (that's good, visible, educational); but one may wonder what those
who have a different opinion think

Figure 16: “Energy and water” and “eco-gesture” cards – Set of thematic information cards

Source: pages of a "card game" intended for employees of the Claudel building
internal City of Grenoble documents)
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Figure 17: A2 “eco-gesture” posters placed in the corridors

Source: digital document "eco-gesture poster" and photo of a poster placed in the building
Figure 18: Nudges to encourage people to take the stairs: arrows and posters

Source: photos taken by the Energy Transition department; graphic documents in
digital version
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Planned follow-up, from September 2021:
-

Continuation of the installation of supports (posters), when all the locations identified
will be equipped with fixed supports allowing the installation of posters;

-

Enhancement of the staircase, for example with photos, plants to further encourage its
use

-

Installation and distribution of notices on heating and air conditioning operating
controls, following adjustments and corrections made to the operation of HVAC
systems during the summer

-

Adjustment of the heating and air conditioning operating hours according to the office
hours of use

-

Instructional video explaining the operation of HVAC systems by technical agents;
publication on the intranet

-

Times of events and workshops with the agents on eco-gestures and good practices

2.3.5

Community centre (multi-purpose building) – Adapted
support (diagnosis + action plan) for the community
centre “Bois d’Artas”

This action consists (action in progress) in supporting users of the community centre "Bois
d'Artas" in the co-construction of an action plan aimed at the adoption of energy-saving
practices, based on a diagnosis of the building and its uses and on the observation of practices.
Key facts and figures about the community centre “Bois d’Artas”:
-

The community centre has a surface area of 448.40 m2 and occupies part of the
ground floor of the building

-

Specific energy case for building: this is the most recent building housing a community
centre (11 community centres in total)

-

Used by 20 to 25 people for various activities: access to the toy library, distribution of
solidarity baskets (Tuesday morning), yoga session for residents on Friday morning,
school registration and school catering, resident tickets, Intergenerational activities,
baby massage once per month, theater workshop on Monday morning, lunchtime
catering for the elderly; activities organized by associations in the evening, activities
offered by the inhabitants; collective garden

Preparation and validation phases:
-

Via methodological group work “construction / definition of a support methodology”,
conducted within the energy transition service (working group led by 4 agents)

-

Via design of "tailor-made" support for the community centre by Magali

-

Via making contact with one motivated community centre, making first appointments
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Specific goals, expected results:
-

Common knowledge of the building with those who work there, the agents who
maintain and operate the equipment, the energy "experts"

-

highlight the eco-friendly actions adapted to the building

Description of the experiment (in progress: phase 2 underway in September 2021):
-

Support focused on life in the building, in connection with energy and water uses

-

Observations, complete inventory: occupancies, uses, energy, technical data on the
functioning of the building (HVAC systems)

-

Steps:
1. Making contact: identification of one or more referees and first meeting
2. A diagnosis of the use of energy in the building constructed from the following 3
phases:
- Exchanges, meetings and visits on the context of the community centre (activities,
agents, schedules, users, heating operators, energy sources, equipment using energy)
- A phase of observation of uses
- Collection of information on building energy à sharing and validation of this inventory
to be planned
3. Building an action plan for low-energy practices
4. The implementation and monitoring of actions, with evaluation
5. The balance sheet

People involved:
-

The community centre users:
• City agents of the Territorial Action Department
• Members of associations carrying out activities and events within the community
centre
• Residents (occasional users)

-

City agents of the services intervening on site (HVAC, upkeep and maintenance of
premises, computer systems)

-

Magali Guêné (Energy Transition Department), in charge of support

Approach co-constructed by taking into account the opinions of various stakeholders:
This support action has been inspired by support for associations (five sites per year), previously
carried out by the energy transition service; adapted by Magali Guêné at the community centre.
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Adjustments (particularly related to the "Covid-19" health situation):
-

Health situation (covid-19) which leads to changes in the "usual" activity of the
community centre and therefore a different use of energy and water

-

Difficulties encountered in organizing meetings and mobilizing associations

Results, lessons learned (ongoing action)
-

Community centre: for the moment no porting / clear order; projects initiated by
"motivated" people, but no human resources identified...

-

Support provided with voluntary centre; 2/11 community centres were motivated

-

Very good reception, desire of most occupants to learn more, to be accompanied

-

Limited human resources to carrying out this support

Planned follow-up:
-

In the coming months, continuation of the support action of the "Bois d'Artas"
community centre (phases 3, 4, 5)

-

Capitalize on this experiment, to provide other support to be deployed for other
community centres, halfway in “complete” personalized and “simplified / standardized”
support

-

Make this possibility known to other Community centres

-

Identify relays within the Territorial Action Department; integration of the subject
“sufficiency” in the programming of projects in the community centre (carried /
proposed by them?)

-

Arouse the interest of stakeholders (operators in particular) and reflect on who can do
what next

Illustrations:
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Figure 19: Photo of the building (Community centre “Bois d’Artas” from the outside)

Source: photo taken by the Energy Transition department
Figure 20: Plan of the community centre “Bois d’Artas”

Source: digital plan (internal document of the City of Grenoble)
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2.3.6

In the school “Elisée Chatin”, co-construction of posters
with city staff (cleaning, catering and nursery school)

This action consisted of co-constructing information and awareness documents with
specialized agents for maintenance, cleaning, catering / canteen, nursery school. This coconstruction has been based on the observation and analysis of their daily routine.
Information-awareness documents designed: an "eco-friendly" poster, a "lighting" poster, a
"kitchen" poster, a best practices guide.
Key facts and figures about schools of the city of Grenoble (2019)
-

39 elementary schools + 42 nursery schools

-

12,860 pupils (schoolchildren)

-

About 2,000 employees (teachers, support staff)
• 190 staff members for kindergarten, 250 permanent maintenance and office staff
+ many non-permanent staff (temporary reinforcements)
• 59 school principals, around 500 teachers
• 78 referent animators and relays (coordinators of extracurricular in elementary
and kindergarten) and 600 different animators (450 at the highest at noon)

-

116,000 m2 (18% of the building heritage of the city of Grenoble)

-

Energy and water expenditure € 1,290,000 (13% of the city's fluid expenditure),
according to the monitoring of energy consumption and expenditure of the City
(monitoring by building)

-

Heterogeneity: the energy performance of buildings (some are recent, some have been
recently renovated, some are little / not thermally insulated), size and occupancy rate
(some schools were said to be denser than others in population)

Key facts and figures about “Elisée Chatin” school
-

Surface area: 4,700 m² (2,862 m² for elementary)

-

Construction: 1956

-

Use: teaching (elementary and kindergarten)

-

Renovation work carried out in 2018-2019: wall and roof insulation, replacement of
windows, heat distribution, ventilation, lighting, accessibility
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Figure 21: Elisée Chatin School before and after renovation works (2018-2019)

Source : photos taken from a document presenting the renovation work (internal document
at the City of Grenoble)
Figure 22: Other illustrations of Elisée Chatin School
A heater covered by drawings and furniture, kitchenette of the "kindergarten school" part, "primary"
school canteen, kitchen (dishwasher and oven)

Source: photos taken by the Energy Transition department

Preparation and validation phases:
-

September / October 2020: preparatory meetings with the "youth education"
department to present a proposal for intervention in some schools in the city

-

During October / November 2020: meetings with three correspondents of school life to
define in which schools it was possible to intervene, in particular in view of the health
context, the atmosphere of the team...
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Specific goals, expected results:
-

Note the dysfunctions and contradictions in the practices; report these dysfunctions
and try to resolve them with the relevant stakeholders

-

Transmit "good practices", "eco-gestures" to the teams

-

Develop the skills (knowledge, responsibility) of the team on its ability to be vigilant to
dysfunctions, to be a force of proposal and relay of good practices to other users.

Description of the experiment
-

January 2021: meeting to launch the action in the school with the small team (school
life correspondent, maintenance-catering team leader, maintenance-catering agent,
specialist nursery school agent); presentation of the action, explanations given on the
work by a representative of the company that led them, joint visit of the school and
discussion on energy practices leading to a first shared diagnosis (main problems),
definition of the schedule for the following observation phases

-

End of January / beginning of February 2021: 3 observation and discussion sessions with
these agents during their activity in the school "class cleaning", "meal preparation",
"nursery school" + practice assessment questionnaires sent to the team via the team
leader

-

From February to May 2021: transmission of alerts on certain dysfunctional uses
(computer equipment not switched off in certain common areas, certain heaters not
accessible and hidden in the classrooms by furniture, etc.), design of a first version of
the supports " eco-gestures "

-

May 2021: pre-restitution 1 with the small team; awareness of energy-climate issues and
time for discussion on the proposed media (quantities, formats, etc.)

-

May-June 2021: correction of the supports, design of the supports by a graphic designer
("subcontracting")

-

End of June 2021: pre-restitution 2 with extended team (15 people); raising awareness of
energy and climate issues presentation of the proposed media

-

September 2021: installation of supports in the school, feedback with the full team
(around 20 people), sharing and dissemination to other school users (principal,
teachers, students, parents of students)

People involved:
-

People directly involved in the accompaniment:
• “Small team”: school life correspondent, maintenance-catering team leader,
maintenance-catering agent, specialist nursery school staff
• Fabien Dupré, in charge of support
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-

Indirectly involved:
• Youth education department (coordination, follow-up)
• Other school users: teachers (non-employees of the City; employees of the
Ministry of National Education), pupils
• Colleagues from the Energy Transition Department (for advice, follow-up)

Long term goal:
-

Try to influence a change in practices on a larger scale, namely in all schools, by: the
distribution of materials (usable in other schools), the integration of certain ecogestures in the intervention procedures of services (cleaning in particular), regular
reminders

-

Ensure that the Youth Education Department advances on this subject to pilot, lead,
initiate environmental education and energy sufficiency actions in schools, by relying
on resource persons; to transition from individual support to the generalization of
practices

Approach co-constructed by considering the opinions of various stakeholders:
This support action for city employees working in a school was imagined and designed by the
Energy Transition Department based on various feedback, contextual elements, and theoretical
knowledge:
-

Benefit of relying on city employees due to their daily interactions with energy
consuming equipment as well as with school users

-

Contributions of knowledge of social psychology: observe before acting, rely on daily
paths, give reasons to change, show that it is possible

In addition, this support was subject to discussions during the "launch event", in order to
receive various remarks and opinions from the participants, who encouraged us ("give each
group its place as an actor", "listen to feedbacks from the field "," proposes a global support
approach") in this action and did not allow to refine it. Finally, the precise modalities
(calendar, small team, specific constraints, etc.) of the action carried out with the Elisée
Chatin School were defined with the youth education department, as well as with the school
life correspondent in charge of monitoring of this school.

Adjustments (particularly related to the "Covid-19" health situation):
During discussions with the youth education department and with the three correspondents of
school life, it was planned that this process could be carried out in three schools. Due to the
health situation (school closures, small teams, etc.), it was only possible to carry out this process
in one school. For the action carried out with the team from the Elisée Chatin School, the health
situation did not cause major difficulties, because the teams were very receptive, and quickly
involved themselves in the subject.
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Results, lessons learned (ongoing action)
-

Even for a recently renovated building, it is important to explain to users the interest of
the work, the functioning of the systems and to support users in "good practices"

-

Interest of individual support to take action (quote from a staff member "now we think
of lights, windows ...")

-

Impossibility of supporting all schools with existing human resources, without having
relays within the youth education department

-

Not taking into account the energy sufficiency in the cleaning procedures (heating on
when the windows are open); need to rely on the Youth Education Department to
integrate these practices into procedures

-

The teachers are not necessarily exemplary: computer equipment not switched off,
lights on. We can deduce that they should also be made aware and / or that they be
given regular reminders on good energy practices
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Detail of graphic documents designed - laying documents in the school scheduled for the
start of the school year in September 2021
Figure 23: Eco-friendly gesture poster:
Eco-gestures on lighting, heating, ventilation, electrical appliances, printer, curtains, water, IT, digital and
internet; energy consumption and expenditure of the Elisée Chatin School + explanations of the energy
supply (renewable in particular); a version was also designed for schools in general (without details on
consumption and expenditure), for distribution to other schools via the youth education department
A2 format; 10 copies for kindergarten, the two canteens, the two rooms for elementary and kindergarten
teachers, the entrance to each corridor / landing, south entrance

Source: eco-friendly gesture poster produced by the Energy Transition department
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Figure 24: "Lighting" eco-friendly gesture poster
Turn off the light when leaving a room / when natural light is sufficient; A5 format; 35 copies for classes,
courtyard, gymnasium, lunchroom, traffic areas without detection lighting systems

Source: poster produced by the Energy Transition department
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Figure 25: "Kitchen" eco-friendly gesture poster:
Only start specific kitchen equipment when necessary (ovens, dishwashers);
A4 format; one copy for kitchen

Source: poster produced by the Energy Transition department
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Figure 26: Guide to good practices
Eco-actions, occupant and owner responsibilities, details on the 2018-2019 renovation, energy-climate
issues, the city's air-energy-health-climate policy, information on the schools of the City of Grenoble,
specific information on the Elisée Chatin School, definitions, useful links and resources, contacts
A4 format; 20 pages (see extracts below); ten copies.

Source: guide made by the Energy Transition department
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Planned follow-up:
-

Discussions with the Youth Education Department on next steps: dissemination of
materials to other schools, specific support in other schools, integration of "ecogestures" reflexes in the cleaning procedures of the premises

-

Definition of other "climate-energy" actions intended for the school environment (in
particular in the perspective of "Grenoble European Green Capital 2022”)

2.3.7

Separate summary and review meetings (instead of a
single closing event)

Seeing as it was impossible to organize events with a large audience, we decided to organize
separate presentations and summary meetings with the target audiences and the city
departments involved: associations, schools, administrative buildings (building "Claudel").
In addition, due to the diversity of actions carried out and the necessary personalization of
action plans for each target, it seemed more relevant to us to prioritize the organization of these
separate meetings over a more "general" event.
For associations, a meeting was held at the end of August 2021 within the Municipal Buildings
Department This meeting consisted of making a summary of the test phase of the associationcity charter for eco-responsibility, of pre-defining the next stages of this project (presentation to
elected officials, deployment to other associations, human resources). In addition, this meeting
made it possible to plan other energy sufficiency actions targeting associations from the end of
2021: general information, visits to technical rooms (HVAC), support for energy savings when an
association moves into a building. A summary meeting must also be scheduled soon with the
associations that participated in this test phase.
For the administrative buildings (in particular for the "Claudel" building), we organized a
meeting with the Skills Development Department and the Communication Department at the
beginning of September 2021. This meeting made it possible to summarize the actions carried
out since the opening of the Claudel building (end of April 2021), to co-decide on the actions to
be pursued and to prioritize the next actions to be implemented (display, animation, infoawareness of the teams)
For schools, the restitution of the action carried out with the Elisée Chatin School and the
installation of information-awareness supports took place on 22/09/2021 with the supported
team (agents specializing in maintenance, canteen, kindergarten), also in the presence of the
school principal. An article in the internal newspaper (intended for city staff) is also planned to
promote this process and the staff members who were involved.
Furthermore, a summary and review meeting was organized in early September 2021 with the
Youth Education Department. This consisted in sharing the main results and lessons of actions
carried out over the past few years with schools (in particular the action on the E. Chatin School
during the City Lab) and in defining the next steps: information, training and support actions,
integration of "good practices" related to energy into procedures.
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Additionally, at the political level, a “resilience” working group was held in September 2021
with several elected representatives of the city, during which the energy sufficiency actions
carried out during the City Lab were notably addressed and encouraged. Indeed, this type of
action must be developed to improve the appropriation of eco-responsible practices, ecoresponsibility awareness being one of the objectives of the air-energy-climate policy of the city
of Grenoble.
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3

EVALUATION

3.1

Overview of the evaluation process

The Grenoble City Lab contained four distinct target groups and specific actions have been
deployed for each of these target groups. The target groups were the following:
-

Associations using public buildings (sports and cultural associations)

-

Civil servants working in public administration buildings, in particular the “Claudel”
building

-

Staff working in public school buildings (teaching staff, pupils and other school agents,
including e.g. maintenance and catering)

-

Users of the city-owned multi-purpose building and community centre “Bois d’Artas”

Actions targeting the users of the city-owned multi-purpose building and community centre
are still under development and cannot be evaluated, yet. The evaluation report thus focusses
on the three remaining targets for which actions have been deployed.
For each of these three target groups, processes, (ongoing) actions and methods, as well as
outcomes are evaluated. Processes are evaluated primarily through observation of procedures
that were implemented to involve relevant parties and ensure transparent and participatory
decision-making regarding the City Lab actions. The evaluation of actions and methods looks at
how actions and interventions for each target group were selected and designed and whether
the actions were implemented as planned. Comparing methods across target groups is not
feasible as parties involved and objectives were vastly different across the three target groups.
Finally, the outcomes of the City Lab are evaluated by looking at whether or not the short and
medium-term goals for each target group were reached and what the chances are that longterm goals will be reached in the future (i.e. chances of scaling up successful actions). This also
includes a brief discussion of the most important lessons learnt throughout the City Lab
experience. Enabling and impeding factors are analysed where relevant.
To evaluate actions, methods and outcomes, different approaches were combined for each
target group, taking into consideration the specific context for each of the three targets. For
associations, the following are indicators: energy-sufficiency charter that was developed, the
number of associations that were coached and the number of associations that signed and
energy-sufficiency charter during the City Lab. In addition, the action and outcome evaluations
consider feedback from associations collected through questionnaires and a semi-structured
interview with the representative of the Sport Department at the city of Grenoble.
For the second target group, civil servants working in public administration buildings, the main
evaluation indicator is the number and diversity of actions (e.g. nudges) that were
implemented. They are complemented by a semi-structured interview with the project
manager in charge of usage control and managerial innovation at the city of Grenoble.
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For the third target (staff working in public school buildings), the evaluation indicators are: the
number and diversity of parties (e.g., teaching staff, maintenance staff) consulted and actively
involved in the City Lab; the guide to good practices and other display solutions on ecogestures. In addition, a semi-structured interview with the school life correspondent provides
further insights, particularly regarding goal achievement and potential for scaling up actions in
the future.
Table 6: Overview of the methods and indicators used across the three target groups.

Target group

Associations using public
buildings (sports and
cultural associations)

Civil servants working in
public administration
buildings, in particular the
“Claudel” building

Staff working in public
school buildings (teaching
staff, pupils and other
school agents, including e.g.
maintenance and catering)

Methods and indicators
•
•
•
•
•

Eco-responsibility charter
Number of associations coached
Number of associations that signed the ecoresponsibility charter
Questionnaires addressed to associations
Semi-structured interview with the representative
of the Sport and Culture Department at the city of
Grenoble

•
•

Number and diversity of actions (e.g. nudges)
Semi-structured interview with the project
manager in charge of usage control and
managerial innovation at the city if Grenoble

•

Number and diversity of parties (e.g., teaching staff,
maintenance staff) consulted, coached and actively
involved
Guide to good practices and display solutions for
eco-gestures
Semi-structured interview with the school life
correspondent at the school Elise Chatin

•
•

The overarching goal of the Grenoble City Lab is to increase eco-responsibility and promote
energy sufficiency across the target groups. Unfortunately, no available indicators allowed us to
directly measure changes in eco-responsibility or energy sufficiency. For instance, it is not
possible to compare energy consumption of target groups before, during, and after the City Lab
actions as was planned at the beginning of the City Lab. Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, building
usage patterns of all three target groups changed dramatically over the course of the Grenoble
City Lab. Thus, even when information on energy consumption in buildings is available,
differences over time are strongly influenced by these changes in usage patterns and cannot be
linked back to the City Lab actions. Against this background, the evaluation methods
implemented take an alternative approach and aim to capture the diversity of actions
implemented, providing insights on how the City Lab actions were perceived by the target
groups.
The evaluation report concludes with summary reflections regarding the City Lab.
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3.2

Ongoing evaluation

3.2.1

Ongoing evaluation of the process

3.2.1.1

Identification and engagement of all relevant parties

The overarching goal of the Grenoble City Lab is to increase eco-responsibility and promote
energy sufficiency among different users of municipal buildings. The Grenoble City Lab was led
by the Energy Transition Department of the city of Grenoble. The department was best suited to
implement the Grenoble City Lab, as it had already initiated actions on energy sufficiency in
municipal building similar to some of the actions implemented during City Lab. Within the
Energy Transition Department, Fabien Dupré, who had already overseen previous actions on
energy sufficiency, was in charge of supervising the Grenoble City Lab.
For the Grenoble City Lab, four distinct target groups had been identified for actions to increase
eco-responsibility and promote energy sufficiency:
-

Associations using public buildings (sports and cultural associations)

-

Civil servants working in public administration buildings, in particular the “Claudel”
building

-

Staff working in public school buildings (teaching staff, pupils and other school agents,
including e.g. maintenance and catering)

-

Users of the city-owned multi-purpose building and community centre “Bois d’Artas”

The target groups were selected based on experience from previous energy sufficiency actions,
taking into consideration their specific needs. More precisely, the selection had been based on
previous coaching experiences that identified interesting and urgent targets for the SONNET
City Lab experiment. Objectives were to first test the effectiveness of different actions (e.g. ecoresponsibility charter, nudges, information campaigns) on a subset of the targets, and then
eventually deploy those actions to further municipal buildings / users after SONNET.
Voices and interests from relevant parties within all three target groups were acknowledged
during both the Grenoble City Lab launch event in February 2020 and the following coconstruction and consultation phases; these took place several times between Fabien Dupré
and representatives from the target groups (i.e. representatives from associations, staff working
in the “Claudel” building, staff working in public school buildings). These meetings took place
online during Covid-19 lockdowns and in person whenever possible given the pandemic
restrictions. These meetings were also a good opportunity for Fabien Dupré to deploy the
questionnaires aimed at assessing the level of knowledge/implication regarding energy
sufficiency actions of each target (prior to the City Lab actions). The table below provides a more
detailed overview on the communication process implemented during these co-construction
phases, for each target.
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Table 7: Overview of targets and contacts for the Grenoble City Lab

Target

Contacts

Type of meetings

Associations

The Sports and Culture Department
representative who also facilitated
communication with Fabien Dupré

Emails, phone,
videoconferences and
several in-person
meetings

Staff working at
the school “Elise
Chatin”

The school life correspondent, who facilitated
communication with the staff on site
(maintenance-catering-nursery) and Fabien
Dupré

Several in-person
meetings with staff
members

Civil servants
working in the
public
administration
main building
“Claudel”

The project manager in charge of usage
control and managerial innovation at the city
of Grenoble who is working within the Skills
Evolution Department and is also responsible
for managing the Claudel building

Two in-person
meetings

The Grenoble City Lab launch event gathered 52 participants and allowed interested parties to
make proposals for action to be implemented within the Grenoble City Lab. For this purpose,
the launch event included workshops for each target group, which were facilitated by members
of the Energy Transition Department and researchers from Grenoble Ecole de Management
(GEM). Proposals that emerged during the launch event were further discussed during the coconstruction phases between the city of Grenoble and representatives from the target groups.
The Grenoble City Lab was thus built from an iterative process that aimed at involving all
relevant actors from the very beginning.
During each co-construction phase, Fabien Dupré, who oversaw the Grenoble City Lab,
scheduled informal sessions to collect feedback on planned and ongoing actions from all
relevant actors and to adjust the City Lab experiments when needed. Parties were always
encouraged to express themselves freely during the whole process.

3.2.1.2

Identification of novelties and surprises

The launch event was held in February 2020, shortly before Covid-19 led to severe restrictions in
France. The City Lab process following the launch event was considerably delayed due to these
restrictions. Besides, the Covid-19 pandemic led to re-hierarchized priorities. Consequently, less
importance was given to energy sufficiency actions on the city level as illustrated by this quote
collected from an interview with the Sports Department’s city representative: “Why implement
such actions when these buildings are empty and when departments have other emergencies
[…]?”. Similarly, the different target groups were most likely less receptive to energy sufficiency
actions as they could not or only partially use the municipal buildings or the target groups faced
other emergencies (the case for city staff and school staff).
Before Covid-19, the city of Grenoble was interested in energy sufficiency actions for municipal
buildings, but already lacked human resources to implement such actions. Covid-19 further
complicated the process and led to another decrease in allocated resources (mainly human
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resources). To make up for these constraints, the colleagues who helped Fabien Dupré in the
City Lab actions were flexible and adjusted actions to match the difficult context. For instance,
the actions planned in the schools were adapted (taking more time and reducing the number
of targeted schools) but still took place. For administrative buildings and buildings used by
associations, notably the evaluation of actions and outcomes was revised. Because of the
lockdowns, these buildings were most often empty. Thus, it became obvious that it would not
be possible to compare energy consumption in these buildings before, during, and after the
City Lab actions as initially planned. It was thus decided that alternative evaluation methods
would be implemented, aimed at capturing the diversity of actions done and providing insights
on their accountability by users.

3.2.1.3

Identification of obstacles and shortcomings

“The intentions are good but the resources are limited” is a quote from one of the semistructured interviews that reveals the gap between discourse and the reality regarding
resources available for energy sufficiency actions.
This gap is illustrated with the example of the eco-responsibility charter for associations, which
was developed during the Grenoble City Lab: The charter is based on voluntary
engagement/agreement by associations using municipal buildings. The initial aim of the
Grenoble City Lab was to test the charter with a small group of associations and then extend it
to a much larger number of associations. However, when the charter was proposed to the city
elected official representative in charge of energy, we received an authorization to test this
charter only with a limited number of associations. As a result, the experiment could not be
scaled up and deployed to other associations (at least not within the timeframe of the SONNET
project). Even obtaining permission for the testing phase took a long time (more than three
months) because of the hierarchical inertia.
Overall, it was not possible to actively involve elected representatives or other departments in
the process of co-constructing and building this charter. Hence, the experiment was only
implemented at the civil servant level without active support by elected representatives or the
city Deputy Director Generals (for sports, culture, territorial actions, etc.). Support of the latter
would have been necessary for a large-scale roll-out of City Lab actions in general, and the ecoresponsibility charter in particular.
Today, the successful implementation of energy sufficiency / eco-responsibility actions on a
larger scale seems to depend on the good will or personal motivation of colleagues and higherups across different departments, and necessary support is difficult to obtain.

3.2.2

Ongoing evaluation of experiments

This section presents an evaluation of (ongoing) actions for the following three target groups:
associations using public buildings, civil servants working in public administration buildings (in
particular the “Claudel” building), and staff working in public school buildings (in particular the
school “Elisée Chatin”). The actions targeting the users of the city-owned community centre
“Bois d’Artas” are still under development and cannot be evaluated yet. The evaluation report
thus focusses on the three remaining targets for which actions have been deployed.
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Associations using public buildings
Actions and interventions for the Grenoble City Lab were chosen and designed based on past
experiences with energy sufficiency actions by the Energy Transition Department. In particular,
the Energy Transition Department had realised that an individual energy coaching / diagnosis
for an association is very time-consuming, and allows for the coaching of only five associations
per year (there are over 300 associations using municipal buildings in Grenoble).
Overall, one of the objectives of the Grenoble City Lab was to propose and implement an
approach which could apply to all associations. This eco-responsibility charter is intended for
use at this scale in the future. During the Grenoble City Lab, appropriate actions to reach this
goal were implemented in the following ways: the charter was developed in cooperation with
several associations and city departments and tested by six sports and cultural associations. The
associations for this test phase were chosen because of their representatives’ availabilities; the
chosen associations are known to be proactive and have human resources available (volunteers
or in some rare cases paid employees). Out of the six associations, five signed the charter. One
association went further compared to the others and specified in the charter a very detailed
description of its commitment and targets for the coming year. One association ultimately did
not participate to the charter for lack of time (or lack of “interest” as stated by the Sports
Department’s representative in an interview).
Throughout the process of the City Lab, associations were encouraged to communicate their
needs and suggestions and co-construct the eco-responsibility charter with the city of
Grenoble.

3.2.2.1

Civil servants working in public administration buildings, in
particular the “Claudel” building

When several hundred city employees moved from various administrative buildings to the
Claudel building (intended as a make-shift city hall), the main objective of the Grenoble City Lab
was to set up new energy sufficiency actions aimed at the employees working in this building.
The move to a new building was an excellent opportunity to implement these actions from the
beginning, thus potentially creating energy sufficient routines (i.e. since employees moved to a
new building, this presented an opportunity to encourage agents into new, more energysufficient routines without having to overcome at least some of the routines in place in the
previous building).
To improve energy-sufficiency among civil servants, different information campaigns and
nudges (e.g. floor displays to incentivize staff to use stairs instead of elevators, posters explaining
the benefits of energy sufficiency) were put in place. Other actions to support goal-achievement
consisted in reducing the number of electrical appliances (e.g. fridges and coffee machines) by
installing them in central places like break rooms, automatic lighting and automatic air
conditioning (AC).
These measures targeted all employees working in the Claudel building (~490 agents). While
employees working in the Claudel building were not actively involved in the design of these
measures, they will be invited to provide feedback on the measures soon.
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3.2.2.2

Staff working in public school buildings

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, only one school, “Elisée Chatin”, participated in the Grenoble City
Lab (the initial goal was three schools). Elisée Chatin School was selected for the following
reasons:
- according to the youth education department, the school staff wanted explanations on the
good ways to use the building, in particular with regard to the renovations (and the changes
made to the heating, ventilation and lighting systems) carried out a few years ago
- the school staff has become available to participate in this action.
The targeted users were the staff working in the school building and using appliances (e.g.
space heating, lights). The overall aim was to enable staff to identify, understand and implement
eco-gestures. The City Lab actions were supported by the Youth Education Department who
found that the Grenoble City Lab was a good way to involve its staff into the air-energy-climate
city policy. The Grenoble City Lab intentionally did not include pupils and teachers in the
experiment, as many actions have been implemented with them in the frame of the ‘positive
energy school’1 approach since 2013.
The objective of the City Lab was to follow an inclusive approach and form a partnership
between Fabien Dupré for the city of Grenoble and the specialized agents for maintenance,
cleaning, catering/canteen and nursery school. To do so, a group was formed with four
employees (the “school life” correspondent, the maintenance-catering team leader, one
maintenance-catering agent, and one specialist nursery school staff) who participated
voluntarily in the Grenoble City Lab. This group worked – under the guidance of Fabien Dupré on:
•

observing employees’ routines in the different rooms (kitchen, canteen, classrooms, etc.)
and their interactions with energy

•

identifying bad habits and advice respective teams on good habits / eco-friendly
gestures,

•

empowering a small group of staff volunteers to issue warnings about malfunctions or
good habits, and train them to relay recommendations to the whole school staff. These
actions appear effective in identifying organizational or behavioral changes to improve
energy sufficiency in schools (as well as potential barriers to the implementation of these
changes).

Ultimately, the identification of possible changes (and barriers) results in the co-construction of
the guide to good practices on energy sufficiency and specific displays solutions for ecogestures. This guide and these display solutions were distributed / posted in September 2021
with the school staff.

1

https://www.alec-grenoble.org/6150-defi-ecoles-a-energie-positive.htm
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3.2.3

Methods evaluation

Each implemented action was adapted to the target and its context, as described in the
previous sections (see more details in the summarising table in Appendix). Comparing methods
across target groups is not feasible as parties involved and objectives were vastly different
across the three target groups. We will thus move directly to evaluating the City Lab outcomes
in the next section.

3.3

Outcomes evaluation

The overarching goal of the Grenoble City Lab is to increase eco-responsibility and promote
energy sufficiency across the three target groups. Unfortunately, no available indicators allowed
us to directly measure changes in eco-responsibility or energy sufficiency. For instance, it has
not been possible to compare energy consumption of target groups before, during, and after
the City Lab actions as we wanted to at the beginning of the City Lab. Due to the Covid-19
pandemic, building usage patterns of all three target groups changed significantly over the
course of the Grenoble City Lab. Thus, even when information on energy consumption in
buildings is available, differences over time are strongly influenced by these changes in usage
patterns and cannot be linked back to the City Lab actions. Thereby, we used an alternative
approach, consisting of capturing the diversity of actions tested and providing insights on how
those actions were perceived by the target groups.
In short, our evaluation methods consisted in:
•

Short questionnaires that Fabien Dupré addressed to the targeted users (association,
civil servants, school staff) before implementing the City Lab to better design the City
Lab experiment. Questionnaires were deployed in the form of structured interviews.
Questions addressed participants’ level of knowledge about eco-gestures, their level of
engagement about the city’s energy/climate strategy, their knowledge about the water
and energy consumption of the building they are working in, their role and their
colleagues’ role regarding the energy management of their building; their energy
efficiency behaviours at work (lighting, computers, space heating, etc.), and their
willingness to participate in the City Lab actions.

•

Semi-structured interviews with each of the three target contact points (see Table 2) and
with Fabien Dupré conducted by GEM during July-September 2021 by phone. Each
interview took about 45 minutes. The interview rubric included three main questions: 1)
What were the actions implemented? 2) What is your feedback/analysis of the actions
implemented? 3) What are your recommendations to strengthen the process or
successfully scale-up the actions?
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Figure 27: Extracts from the questionnaire

Source: questionnaires (anonymized) used by the energy transition service to question users of
the Elisée Chatin school and the Bois d'Artas community center
For associations using public buildings, the indicators used were the number of associations
that were coached (six associations) and the number of associations that signed the ecoresponsibility charter (five associations).
For the Claudel building city employees, the indicator was the diversity of actions that were
tested during the City Lab: floor displays to incentivize staff to use stairs instead of elevators,
display eco-gesture posters, reduction of the number of electrical appliances, automatic
lighting, and automatic AC.
For Elisée Chatin School staff, the indicator was the diversity of parties consulted and actively
involved in the City Lab.

3.3.1.1

Associations using public buildings

Despite the Covid-19 restrictions, many actions were successfully implemented with
associations to meet the set goals; an eco-responsibility charter was elaborated with
associations and signed by five associations.
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While a scaling up of the charter was not possible during the Grenoble City Lab (see description
of obstacles in section 3.2.1.3) the long-term objective remains to obtain support by elected
officials and roll-out the charter to all 300 associations using city-owned buildings. To achieve
this aim, several lessons learnt during the Grenoble City Lab should be kept in mind, however.
Firstly, we notice from the semi-structured interview that the implementation of the charter
asks for human resources that associations do not necessarily have. This could prevent the
application of the charter to other associations in the future. Another important remark that
came from our exchanges with the Sports Department representative concerns the motivation
of targeted users (sports associations). Our interviewee pointed out that “users primarily want to
do sport, not save energy”. Besides, energy bills are rather low for each association and / or some
associations benefit from partial / total support of expenses by the city, which does not
encourage saving energy. Yet, the charter focuses mainly on user behaviours. On the other
hand, many of the municipal buildings - and this is a problematic point for the city of Grenoble
in general - are old and energy-intensive and were never retrofitted / renovated. Even if
associations are keen to make an effort to save energy, the interviewee points out that many are
wondering what the city is doing to improve the quality of the buildings.
The development and take-up process of the charter with a small group of associations clearly
revealed that to get all 300 associations involved, the city of Grenoble needs to prioritize this
subject, to implement an agenda that is much more developed, to receive support at the
political and management levels, and to involve more human resources. Otherwise, according
to Fabien Dupré, “the risk is to continue to provide individual support - association by
association or department by department - while never having the organizational and human
resources to go to the next level [i.e. reach the aim of all 300 associations]”.
More precisely, during the evaluation we identified the following potential improvements
regarding the implementation process (from interview with the Sports Departments’
representative):
•

For the motivation of associations, it seems preferable that the engagement process be
voluntary and not compulsory. On the other hand, systematization / eco-conditionality
through a mandatory commitment and / or restrictions on association’s energy
consumption could be an effective means of improving the accountability of energy
sufficiency and eco-responsibility.

•

For measures to be efficient, an annual follow-up with associations is not enough. There
should be at least three annual meetings per association (at least at the beginning) to
get a better knowledge on the issue, and a stronger involvement and motivation.

•

The city could use more efficient communication channels like the “city sport office” that
gathers and represents all sports associations at the city to promote eco-responsibility
and energy efficiency actions.

•

In addition to association members, one important target is also city staff managing or
operating the buildings. The city of Grenoble could train / empower its building staff to
better use and save energy in buildings used by associations (like what is implemented
at the school Elisée Chatin in the Grenoble City Lab).
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3.3.1.2

City employees working in public administration buildings, in
particular the “Claudel” building

The Grenoble City Lab has tested a way of putting in place energy sufficient behaviours via
nudges, when employees relocated to the “Claudel” building. While employees in the “Claudel”
building were exposed to nudges and eco-gesture posters, the impact that these measures had
on energy-sufficiency behaviours seems limited. Nudges and posters that focus mainly on
energy sufficiency actions without considering a larger context are likely not enough to scale up
results and achieve considerable reductions in energy consumption.
In particular, concerning the measures implemented to get people to take the stairs more
frequently, the nudging seems to have had a very limited effect. Our interviewee observes that
“most of the time, people take the lift instead of the stairs”. According to the interviewee, “we
need to tell them [city employees in the Claudel building] a story […] for instance some
information should be only available in the stairs like the daily joke or the canteen menu”.
Similarly, the posters put in strategic areas of the building (to describe and educate city
employees about eco-gestures) had limited effect. According to the interviewee this is because
“people implement what they understand, and there is obviously a lack of knowledge. People
need to be trained or at least informed”. Posters need to display very simple and attractive
messages. “The messages need to be simple or direct, otherwise people don’t read it”. He added
that it would also be important that actions are presented and explained to civil servants
directly by an expert.
Another interviewee expressed, that institutions are increasingly involved in nudging, but
wondered if “resources spent on nudging [can] take away from other stricter and more
organizational actions?”. The interviewee suggested that this trend of nudging risks directing
human resources away from more structural actions, even if “nudges” are considered less guilt
inducing for the population and easier to implement because they are highly accepted. "What
is the hierarchy of priorities? Do we want to tackle the problem of energy transition head on or
do we want to go step by step?”). Fabien Dupré is the only civil servant dealing with energy
sufficiency at the city of Grenoble, and he is not a nudge specialist. If the city gathered a team of
five people, including one specialized in nudging and psychosocial or solution design, it would
allow Fabien Dupré to focus on more structural actions. The interviewee also highlights that this
type of action is pushed by certain elected representatives who are very committed to social
innovation and for whom nudges are simply fashionable.
The interview further revealed that to scale up, the city of Grenoble should not limit
communication to only energy sufficiency, but expand these actions to something more
inclusive, like the city of Grenoble societal project; the latter initiative incorporates different
issues: ecology, environment, air, inequalities, etc. “Energy sufficiency is not only about an
energy bill reduction for the city, it is also about the well-being of the whole population, starting
with its employees”, explained one interviewee.
The city of Grenoble Skills Evolution
Department, for instance, is working on a governance project for the Claudel building. The
objective is to set up a user committee with civil servants who would decide on the
organizations and awareness-raising activities to be carried out in the building. SONNET energy
sufficiency actions could be integrated into this larger project.
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3.3.1.3

Staff working in public school buildings

Grenoble City Lab actions were co-constructed and co-conducted with school staff members.
For the moment, concrete outcomes are limited because measures were implemented
recently, through a “guide to good practices” for school users (staff, teachers…) and eco-gesture
specific display solutions. The plan is to deploy these solutions to other schools, with
adjustments when necessary.
The City Lab experiment consisted in coaching staff to adopt eco-gestures and to co-construct
display solutions. The feedback collected during the interview with the representative of the
school employees (the school life correspondent), showed that the approach was well-perceived
by the parties involved. In particular, the following points were mentioned:
•

The Grenoble City Lab highlighted key issues that civil servants never identified before,
likewise “Who is managing and controlling the space heating boiler?”, or “Who’s in
charge of turning off lighting in open spaces like the canteen?”

•

It also pointed out issues identified by the staff but for which they had no solution, such
as “Considering Covid and how it is mandatory to ventilate classrooms as much as
possible, how to save the most heat (in winter)?”

•

The activities are useful, not really time-consuming and should be applied (with schoolspecific tailoring as was done during the City Lab for the school Elisée Chatin) to all
schools in the city of Grenoble.

The guide to good practices will allow staff teams (e.g. canteen staff) to discuss energy
sufficiency with their staff teams and other school users. The expected outcomes are difficult to
assess, but the main objective is to get spill-over effects through the different services/staff
teams using the school building. This guide has been complemented by “display solutions for
eco-gestures” that has been put in the school and geared towards all staff members.

3.4

Analytical reflection as a summary

SONNET conducts six transdisciplinary SIE City Labs to experiment with new forms of SIE and
learn how multiple actors can harness the potential of SIE. The Grenoble City Lab - in line with
the city’s overall willingness to engage its citizen in energy transition actions – studies the
behaviours of users of buildings owned by the city of Grenoble. It intends to overcome the
following obstacle: “how to incentivise private third parties to opt for eco-gestures in public
buildings they occupy but don’t own?” The management of municipal buildings is operated by
the city of Grenoble, which is willing to better involve, empower and increase awareness of
building users regarding their energy consumption, in order to meet the city’s energy targets.
With this in mind, the Grenoble City Lab focusses on engaging specific target groups
(associations, public servants, school staff) in actions to increase energy sufficiency in public
buildings.
Initially the methodology of this experiment was twofold. On the one hand, we planned to
analyse and influence behaviours of the different target groups through workshops and
information campaigns (i.e. via nudges). The communication process would be adapted
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according to the target groups as presented above. One the other hand, we aimed at
monitoring (before, during and after) the energy consumption of the targeted municipal
buildings to assess the impact of the Grenoble City Lab. While the first objective was achieved,
the second could not be implemented due to the Covid-19 situation.
In the case of associations, the Grenoble City Lab focussed on a co-construction approach
between the city and associations using city-owned buildings. Within the City Lab, associations
were actively involved in the development of a (voluntary) eco-responsibility charter.
Concurrently, associations received coaching on eco-responsibility actions. Associations were
thus made aware of the role they can play in saving energy and what concrete actions they can
do. Through the charter, the chances that associations adhere to these actions were increased,
without actually imposing them. City Lab results suggest that this collaborative approach
(opposed to a top-down approach where actions are mandatory) can be successful. However,
hard indicators (in particular actual energy savings) need to be evaluated in the future to draw
definite conclusions.
For the second target – city employees working in public administration buildings – the
Grenoble City Lab experimented with different nudges and display / awareness solutions
(aimed at changing daily energy practices). Energy practices are typically part of a person’s daily
routine and are difficult to change, partially due to different behavioural biases (e.g., status quo
bias, inertia, present bias). Nudges are designed to help overcome these biases. In the case of
the Grenoble City Lab, the move to a new administration building was an opportune moment
to implement these measures: civil servants were forced to change their daily routines due to
the move. Encouraging changes in energy practices (through nudges and display solutions) at
the same time can be expected to increase chances of success. At the same time, the
simultaneous move and implementation of nudges and awareness posters makes the
evaluation of the impact of the latter very difficult; even if some changes to energy practices are
observed (the semi-structured interview suggests that such changes were limited albeit not
completely absent), it is unclear if those changes are caused by the nudge / awareness posters
or are a direct consequence of the move and would have been observed even in the absence of
the nudge / awareness posters. Feedback from an interview with a city representative suggests
that the nudges and awareness posters were well visible to civil servants working in the new
building. In other terms, civil servants were successfully exposed to the nudges and awareness
posters. On the other hand, the interviewee believes behavioural changes were small. The
interviewee points out that both solutions could have been more successful if they had not only
sought to change energy practices, but also behaviour in favour of health benefits. The
takeaway message from the interview is that behavioural changes are more likely if messages
are simple and if different aims – for example, decreasing energy consumption and improving
health – are combined.
The third project is a study and experiment with the commitment and responsibility of the staff
working in the public school “Elisée Chatin” (maintenance, cleaning, catering and teaching
assistance) through awareness and training programmes. Within the City Lab, a small group of
volunteers (representative for the staff in the school), were actively involved in the development
of good practice guides. These practice guides were distributed within the school in September
2021. In addition, posters targeting different rooms or usages (e.g. kitchen, canteen, open
classrooms, etc.) have been displayed in the buildings; these are designed to raise awareness of
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working staff on eco-gestures. Within the school Elisée Chatin, the City Lab experiment was
successful in getting different staff members involved. Deploying similar actions in other
schools seems feasible. At the same time, scaling-up actions to different schools would require
some school-specific tailoring to take into account the different school profiles and the varied
roles of the staff teams. Lastly, as with the previous targets, hard indicators (in particular actual
energy savings) need to be evaluated in the future, in order to draw definite conclusions.
To conclude, the main outcomes of the Grenoble City Lab are:
•

The implementation of programmes for energy sufficiency in Grenoble (e.g. Positive
energy schools). The city of Grenoble has been responsible for the majority of public
services and urban planning issues locally since the 60’s, which has enabled Grenoble to
become a leader in sustainable programmes in Europe. The city is involved in several
European and national programs on sustainable energy policy and urban development
through the rational use of energy and increased use of renewable energies. The city of
Grenoble is a leader in citizen involvement and the improvement of quality of life, which
are concerns of “smart cities”. The Grenoble City Lab contributed to this, especially
through users’ engagement.

•

The qualitative observation and evaluation of the impact of awareness campaigns (e.g.
nudging), the implementation of an engaging document (e.g. charter) and of the
implementation of dedicated trainings/diagnosis through interviews/workshops;

•

The encouragement of the deployment of these programs across the city. The
experiment demonstrated the necessity and the importance of enacting these
initiatives, starting with three target groups of the Grenoble City Lab, with a long-term
generalization objective in mind. However, all interviewees mentioned the need to for
tailored instructions in addition to information campaigns. The nudging information
should only accompany tailored training or dedicated sessions organized by the Energy
transition Department (in charge of disseminating energy sufficiency actions in public
buildings and/or with different users). Seen as behaviours change over time, these
coaching/training sessions should occur more than once a year. Such instruction would
necessitate substantial human resources, which the city of Grenoble is not currently able
to supply.
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3.5

Self-evaluation made by the city of Grenoble

This Grenoble City Lab evaluation report prepared by Grenoble Ecole de Management has been
based on the self-evaluation made by the city of Grenoble, summarised in the table and the text
below.
Table 8: Self-evaluation by the city partner Grenoble
Actions-experiments
Claudel
Adapted
building
support for
“display” –
the
nudge and
community
eco-gesture
centre “Bois
d’Artas”

Test of a charter for
eco-responsibility
with 6 associations

Overview
of the
evaluation
process
(ongoing
and outcomes)

Ongoing
evaluation of
the
process

Ongoing
evaluation of
the
experiment

Evaluation
criteriaindicators

- Number of
associations
- Involvement in
the air-energyclimate policy
- Knowledge of
eco-actions
- Understanding /
appropriation of
the process
- Support needs
and expectations

Evaluation
methods

Co-construction of ecogesture supports with
the school “Elisée
Chatin”

/

- Number of
people /
departments
involved
- Involvement
in the airenergyclimate policy
- Knowledge
of eco-actions

Questionnaires (exante & ex-post) and
interviews

/

Questionnaire
s (ex-ante &
ex-post) and
interviews

Questionnaires (ex-ante
& ex-post) and
interviews

Engageme
nt of all
relevant
parties

- Co-construction
with other
departments and
several
associations
- Involvement of 1
or 2
representatives for
each association

Involvement
of the
communicatio
n department,
"nudging"
specialists, the
service in
charge of
controlling
uses

Involvement
of the various
occupants
(agents,
associations,
residents, etc.)
and upkeepmaintenance
teams

- Involvement of the
youth education
department in the
validation of the
process
- Action carried out with
City agents to be able
to rely on the
hierarchical link

Novelties
and
surprises

Personal
involvement of a
colleague (user
heritage
department)

/

Spontaneous
involvement
of the building
manager

Good appropriation of
the subject by the
supported agents

Obstacles
and
shortcomin
gs

Lack of
involvement from
some colleagues
(other
departments)

Emergencies
on the fitting
out of the
building,
HVAC
operating
problems…

Difficulties in
devoting
sufficient time
to this action

Other priorities (covid19), complicated human
context for 2 other
schools (support not
carried out)

How were
actions and
interventio
ns chosen
and
designed
Actions

- Number of agents
involved in the process
- Involvement in the airenergy-climate policy
- Knowledge of ecoactions
- Understanding /
appropriation of the
process

The main directions were decided through different methods, and in several
successive and / or parallel stages; see part 2.1
“Energy sufficiency
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“Eco-gestures"

Support for 1

Support for 2 other
72

Test of a charter for
eco-responsibility
with 6 associations

considered
and
dropped
Corrections
,
repetitions

Direct
results

Evaluation
method of
results

Difficulties
and/or
constraints;
Anticipation,
solving,
addressing

Methods
evaluation

Outcomes
evaluation

/ responsible
building
management” kit
to distribute to all
associations;
/
- Test of this
charter with 6
associations
- Awareness
raising, direct
exchanges
- Specific
awareness sessions
(especially on
digital)
Questionnaires (exante & ex-post) and
interviews
- Difficulties in
getting people to
understand the
necessary
mobilization of
other departments
to carry out this
action
- Contradictions:
energy quality of
certain buildings
- Support, training,
educational needs
...

Actions-experiments
Claudel
Adapted
building
support for
“display” –
the
nudge and
community
eco-gesture
centre “Bois
d’Artas”
animation at
other
the entrance
community
to the
centre
premises
/

Co-construction of ecogesture supports with
the school “Elisée
Chatin”
schools

/

/

Supports codesigned,
produced,
installed

Support in
progress

- Supports co-designed,
produced (installation
of supports scheduled
for September)
- Awareness raising,
direct exchanges,
messages sent to other
users (teachers)

/

To define

Questionnaires (ex-ante
& ex-post) and
interviews

Time to
devote to the
production of
supports in a
short time so
that these
supports are
placed for the
entry of
agents into
the premises

- Due to
Covid-19,
changes in the
"usual" activity
of the
community
centre
Postponemen
t, extension of
the inventory
stage

Temporary school
closures due to the
health situation

Which
methods
worked
best and
for what
purposes

Live meetings with
associations,
organized through
thematic services,
making it possible
to give direct
explanations, to
debate, to collect
needs ...

Production of
supports,
relying on
various
expertise (ecoresponsibility,
nudging);
collaboration
with support
services

Support in
progress

- Direct dialogue on
daily practices (time
spent with people to
discuss)
- Identification of ecogestures adapted to
specific situations

How was
the
evaluation
conducted

Questionnaires (exante & ex-post) and
interviews

/

To be defined

Questionnaires (ex-ante
& ex-post) and
interviews

City Lab
results, incl.
use of
indicators

- Test of this
charter with 6
associations
- Interest in
themes, actions
- Expectations

Supports codesigned,
produced,
installed

Support in
progress

- Support carried out
with the small team
- Sharing of results with
the full team
- Production of display
materials and the best
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Test of a charter for
eco-responsibility
with 6 associations

Actions-experiments
Claudel
Adapted
building
support for
“display” –
the
nudge and
community
eco-gesture
centre “Bois
d’Artas”

generated:
support, financial
means

practice guide
- No significant change
observed for the energy
consumption
(electricity and heating)
of the school group,
due to too recent
awareness actions, the
Covid-19 context
making it difficult to
monitor consumption
(school closures,
ventilation of classes ...)

Scope of
the results
and
chances for
scaling up

- Objective of
generalization to
the 300
associations that
use municipal
buildings
- Alignment with
other initiatives
carried out by the
City (eco-events,
European Green
Capital 2022, etc.)

Objective:
continuation
of information
and
awareness
actions
"continuously".
.. by relying on
"ambassadors"

Most
important
lessons
learnt

- For the
generalization of
this approach,
need to have a
shared decision
process at the level
of the departments
on which we must
rely to carry it out
(animation and the
implementation of
the actions)
- Significant
training and skills
development
needs for
colleagues (other

- Need to have
a stable
operation of
HVAC systems
to be able to
provide
coherent
information
on good
practices
(settings by
zone)
- Need to offer
regular
information
and
awareness
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Co-construction of ecogesture supports with
the school “Elisée
Chatin”

- Planned
steps: shared
inventory, coconstructed
action plan,
user
awareness,
change in
consumption,
highlighting
of the results
achieved ...
- Distant goal
of providing
support for
other
community
centres,
halfway in
“complete”
personalized
and
“simplified /
standardized”
support
- Very timeconsuming
support ( in
progress)
- Need one or
more relays to
deploy
support
- Need to
involve the
technical
servicemaintenance
teams so that
they
themselves
carry energy

- Planned steps:
installation of display
materials and
distribution of the
guide, time for
animation and sharing
with other users of the
school, dissemination of
materials to other
schools
- More distant goals:
integration of "ecogestures" reflexes in the
cleaning procedures of
the premises; definition
of other "climateenergy" actions
intended for the school
environment

- Need for support
through a dialogue
constructed and
adapted to personal
and professional
situations
- Need to rely on the
youth education
department to deploy
actions that can be
generalized to schools ;
to integrate good
practices into
procedures (cleaning,
cooking…)
- Need for substantial
human resources to be
74

Test of a charter for
eco-responsibility
with 6 associations

departments)
- High expectations
of associations to
be supported on
eco-responsibility

Actions-experiments
Claudel
Adapted
building
support for
“display” –
the
nudge and
community
eco-gesture
centre “Bois
d’Artas”
times to
sufficiency
remind people messages
of good
- Need for
practices
substantial
- Need for
human
support from
resources to
referents and
be able to
ambassadors
carry out this
to disseminate type of
good practices support
and resolve
dysfunctions

Co-construction of ecogesture supports with
the school “Elisée
Chatin”
able to carry out this
type of support
- Even for a recently
renovated building, it is
important to explain to
users the interest of the
work, the functioning of
the systems and to
support users in "good
practices"

Common main lessons learned:
•

Support actions are always well received by users.

•

People appreciate that they are offered time for discussion, explanations on ecological
issues and on "good practices", daily and professional advice (eco-gestures, useful
resources, contacts).

•

An initial support generally creates expectations in order to be able to explore this
subject in more depth, this highlighting the lack of visibility and consistency of this
subject (ES & ER) in the societal context.

•

Even if we renovate more buildings, it will be useful to coach users: operation of systems,
settings, uses, responsibilities. Besides, it is useful to take into account the needs and
constraints of users upstream of renovation works / before entering the premises to
anticipate potential energy-related problems.

•

The health context (Covid-19) constitutes a constraint for the mobilization of users (civil
servants and others) on a common project: fewer people in the buildings, inability to
organize gatherings, delays in renovation on the buildings.

•

To ensure consistency, it is important to devote sufficient resources to the maintenance
of buildings as well as to their energy and environmental quality.

•

For the City of Grenoble, the problem is rather on the side of the lack of human resources
(quantities, structuring, and organization) to be able to implement energy sufficiency
(ES) and eco-responsibility (ER) actions with many users. Indeed, we could do more
actions by having more positions / jobs dedicated to ES and ER actions.

•

On this subject (ES & ER), it is difficult to mobilize people for whom it is not their job,
which is why it is necessary, to achieve this, to go through managerial support, training,
organization, hierarchical responsibilities.
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•

It is also useful to include this subject (ES & ER) in various procedures: provision of
buildings, maintenance of HVAC equipment, eco-conditionality in purchases and
support for associative activities, awareness of residents, partnerships with other
stakeholders in the territory, support for businesses.

•

This subject (ES & ER) can be politically sensitive (sufficiency VS progress) and guiltinducing (more responsibilities?). Therefore, it is necessary to adapt messages to the
target audiences, to work on speeches to find the right balance between fun awareness
(by nudges, games) and real awareness (based on a deep understanding of ecological
issues).
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4

ANALYTICAL REFLECTION AS A SUMMARY

In general, the City Lab allowed us, despite ambitions thwarted by the health situation, to reflect
on our energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER) actions and take them further.
This reflection and these developments have been made possible, in particular by:
•

various feedbacks, external opinions, a "socio-cultural" vision of energy transition actions
by members of the Sonnet consortium and by participants in the launch event

•

external contributions (subcontracting) on social psychology, behavior changes and on
"nudging" methods; while our internal skills are more oriented towards energy
management

•

work to design, internally, an "ideal" support methodology for action

These contributions have enabled us to evolve in our practices, to test different methods, to
take more into account the day-to-day experience of building workers and users, and to
mobilize colleagues to help us put in place concrete actions. These external contributions, as
well as these changes in our support practices have brought us new knowledge, experience
acquired to deploy new actions on different targets, by fitting into the context
•

of “European Green Capital 2022”: mobilization of regional stakeholders on ecoresponsibility, reduction of energy consumption and carbon footprint: inhabitants,
citizens, associations, companies, administrations

•

of the City administration project, under development during 2021-2022: "carbon
accounting", "decision support taking into account planetary limits" defined as essential
bases

In addition, for the actions carried out during the City Lab, evaluation meetings are in the
process of being carried out with other city departments. These meetings will allow us to codefine and plan future ES and ER actions, based on this acquired experience. At the same time,
we hope that changes will soon take place at the managerial level (mobilization of departments,
network of referents, training courses, etc.), which would facilitate the multiplication of actions
and the dissemination of good practices.
As detailed in this report, we encounter various obstacles and barriers to carrying out energy
sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER) actions. Those obstacles are cultural issues, inertia of
behavioral change, poor energy efficiency of buildings, lack of financial and human resources,
and managerial issues. So far, the city of Grenoble has tried to deal with these obstacles through
different approaches, with help from social psychology (theoretical and concrete contributions),
by identifying and empowering relay persons, and by following-up and intensifying ongoing
actions.
But it seems important today to question this type of intervention, for the following reasons:
•

On one side, we could consider that criticism of eco-gestures is legitimate (response to
political inaction, greenwashing); energy sufficiency actions / individual coaching are a
way to bypass the absence of managerial support. Besides, the current trend (non-guiltD4.5: Report on the Grenoble City Lab
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inducing communication, social innovation, individualization, etc.) is pushing us to
appeal more and more to the unconscious (nudges) so as not to offend anyone. That
highlights a problem in the hierarchy of priorities, doesn't it?
•

On the other side, eco-friendly actions, and consequently individualized support, can
have a direct or indirect impact on our entourage (social norms), our own political
commitment, and the legitimacy of climate policies.

Indeed, SIEs, especially "action and campaigns against specific energy pathways", "energy
education", "peer-to-peer learning" and "participatory energy dialogues" can have an impact on
socio-cultural and socio-political relations, by disseminating knowledge and raising awareness
among actors, inhabitants and stakeholders (through various techniques and methodologies).
This is truer when these SIEs contribute to increase the number of people who are educated
and part of an active community capable of exerting pressure on politicians.
However, it is important not to communicate only in a "positive" way, around contradictory
stories (greenwashing), which can be counterproductive for real awareness. Indeed, these
positive messages can contain induced social violence. "Look, we the rich are going to choose
sufficiency", "preserve the environment", while the poor suffer daily from forced sufficiency.
Additionally, we cannot “preserve the environment”, but only minimize our impacts.
è To act on the scale of the climate emergency, individual action and collective
transformation are essential!
è So why is sufficiency not at the center of territorial public policies? Why do we focus
mainly our efforts on one-off actions and not on the implementation of strong measures:
support, control, compulsory training, referents, job descriptions, systematic visits,
accountability…?
è Wouldn't the real innovation, rather than the “fun”, “small step” individual support, be
that the organizations take up this subject in a courageous and ambitious way?
Based on these considerations, we can deduce that the main social innovation of the Grenoble
City Lab consists of acting on the number of acculturated (awareness, knowledge and skills)
employees / users. This means of action can contribute to building a balance of power, pushing
for the following:
•

managerial support: training, consistency, exemplarity, ambitious objectives

•

elected officials to a courageous policy: carbon neutrality and what that requires comfort, standard of living, effort, etc. by confronting the distributive question (who wins,
who loses, who must make what efforts)

Currently, for the city of Grenoble, there are several opportunities to evolve in our means of
action, moving towards more shared support and consistency:
•

Energy sufficiency efforts are strongly encouraged by the European Energy Award
approach

•

Eco-responsibility is part of the political roadmaps for the main public policies, is already
being experimented in multiple initiatives and local projects (buildings, sports, territorial
action, digital, purchasing, culture, events, food...)
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•

Eco-responsibility is included in various internal procedures, in major projects through
stories and representations (with debates and co-construction to involve inhabitants)

•

Administration project (start-up construction): "carbon accounting", "decision support
taking into account planetary limits" defined as essential bases

•

European Green Capital 2022: mobilization of local stakeholders around challenges to
accelerate ecological and energy transitions

Whether for the city of Grenoble but also for other public organizations, we could conclude by
giving some recommendations so that an energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER)
policy is coherent and on the scale of environmental issues (climate emergency, planetary
limits, biodiversity, resources):
•

Carry out individual support actions, but keeping the generalization of practices, led and
implemented by an active community, as an objective

•

Mobilize agents (users, maintenance agents, cleaning agents, etc.) who have an
interaction with energy consuming equipment by trying to make them become vigilant
actors and relays of good practices, via specific training, management, clear procedures,
encouragement, promotion, communication

•

Make people understand the difference between energy sufficiency and energy
efficiency, this understanding being a "gateway" to individual responsibility, the link
between lifestyles (uses) - energy & planetary limits

•

Act at various levels through information, awareness, monitoring, control and prevention
but also through accountability, control, managerial support, training, facilitation and
communication

•

To make sufficiency desirable (make people want to act and to contribute), rely on social
psychology and public innovation, showing:
o
o

•

Make energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER) a basis for action, by not being
afraid to go against the tide:
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

that it is possible to get things done, by facilitating the transition to action and
promoting skills and the practice of eco-responsible behavior
co-benefits: improvement of the resilience of the administration and the territory,
lifestyle…

including ES & ER into the values and managerial ethics of the organization, for
example in an administration project
defining ES & ER as one of the strongest and most visible cross-cutting themes in
air-energy-climate policies
integrating stories and representations on ES & ER into public policies and major
projects
taking ES & ER into account in the development of professions, skills and work
organization
increasing the level of awareness, knowledge, and know-how related to ES & ER
issues
involving various stakeholders in ES & ER city policies development and
implementation

Evaluate and minimize the environmental impact (GHG emissions, ecological
accounting) of actions and projects carried out, by systematic evaluation, advice on eco-
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responsibility, eco-conditionality, training, support for project managers and promoters,
etc.
•

Have an “eco-responsibility” active community within the city administration, supported
by elected officials and general management, which could:
o
o

relay good practices (eco-gestures and responsibilities), update supports,
animate workshops, etc.
identify dysfunctions and propose improvement actions

•

Set up an organization and a project management to coordinate "together" the subjects
"eco-responsibility" & "carbon-ecological accounting" (common objectives of ecological
redirection)

•

Coordinate its actions with other territorial actors on energy sufficiency: communities,
associations, citizen movements; with the objective of building, defining a common
territorial policy of sufficiency

To carry out this type of action, cities can be helped by:
•

Participation in networks: European projects, Energy cities…

•

Support on coherent institutional discourse

•

Incentives for environmental labeling (European Energy Award approach, etc.) and
financing

Individual actions can have, beyond their own environmental impact, a social impact (leading
by example) even at the political level. However, collective action, driven courageously by
effective political support, is preponderant. New practices will further spread if public authorities
support them, and if our economy shifts towards the development of less energy-intensive
services and more sustainable goods.
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Appendix 1: EC summary requirements
Changes with respect to the DoA
In general, we have not deviated from our objectives since the start of the project. However,
because of the health situation (covid-19), we had to address some challenges and asked for a
three month extension. First, while the start of the actions was initially scheduled for September
2020, we were only able to start them in November 2020. Second, for the action carried out with
the Elisée Chatin School, we initially planned to offer this support to two or three schools, but
this was not possible. Third, for the eco-responsibility charter (tested with six associations),
making contact with the associations was made difficult because some of them encountered
significant financial / activity difficulties. In addition, instead of face-to-face meetings, we had to
organize remote meetings (video-conference) with associations. Fourth, regarding the actions
carried out for the Claudel building, seeing the entry of employees was delayed, we were only
able to plan the information-awareness actions at the end of April 2021. In addition, some faceto-face information-awareness actions could not be carried out during the city lab since many
employees were teleworking. Fifth, another covid-19 related challenge was that it was impossible to organize events with a large audience, and therefore we decided to organize separate
presentations and summary meetings with the target audiences and the city departments
involved (associations, schools, administrative buildings) instead of a single closing event.

Dissemination and uptake
This deliverable will be made publicly available on the SONNET website (https://sonnetenergy.eu) as well as via Zenodo.

Short Summary of results
The aim of the lab was to test new action methods to save energy in public buildings and
encourage eco-responsibility through behaviour changes, awareness, and accountability. Most
of these actions were developed in collaboration with building users and through the
observation of daily practices. During the city lab various actions were carried out, such as the
design of graphic supports to raise awareness of eco-gestures in a school, the test of an ecoresponsibility charter with six associations (users of city buildings), the design of nudges to
encourage users of an administrative building to take the stairs rather than the elevators. The
experiences carried out during the city lab were well received by the people concerned. They
appreciated the discussions and explanations provided on ecological issues and "good
practices” (eco-gestures, useful resources, contacts). On the other hand, the city lab has also
shown us that it is necessary to put in place several conditions in order to be able to deploy
large-scale actions aimed at energy sufficiency (ES) and eco-responsibility (ER). These
conditions are as followed: ensure correct energy quality and proper maintenance of buildings,
have dedicated and / or trained human resources to carry out support actions, go through
managerial support and hierarchy to mobilize city employees, and adapt messages to the
target audiences.

Evidence of accomplishment
This document.
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